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This thesis presents the first observation of inclusive W±W±W∓ production using 139 fb−1
of proton-proton collision data collected by the ATLAS detector at
√
s = 13 TeV. The analysis
is performed in two decay channels: the W±W±W∓ → `±ν`±ν j j channel where two same-sign
W bosons decay leptonically into leptons (electrons and muons only) and neutrinos while the
remaining W boson decays hadronically into jets, and the W±W±W∓→ `±ν`±ν`∓ν channel where
all three W bosons decay leptonically. Two signal regions, `±ν`±ν j j signal region and `±ν`±ν`∓ν
signal region, are defined. In the `±ν`±ν j j signal region, events are selected with two same-
sign leptons and at least two jets, while in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν signal region, events are required to
have three leptons which do not form a same-flavor opposite-sign pair. The WZ process is the
dominant background and its contribution is constrained by the collision data in dedicated WZ
control regions. Two WZ normalization factors are then derived for different jet multiplicities
in two control regions: less than two jets and at least two jets. In each signal region, boosted
decision tree is used to further enhance the separation between signal and background events. A
binned maximum-likelihood fit is then performed with the distributions of boosted decision tree
discriminant score in the signal regions and trilepton invariant mass in the WZ control regions.
In the `±ν`±ν j j signal region, 1,545 events are observed in data with approximately 231 signal
and 1,284 background events expected. In the `±ν`±ν`∓ν signal region, 79 events are observed
in data with approximately 37 signal and 54 background events expected. The background-only
hypothesis is rejected with an observed (expected) significance of 7.8σ (5.7σ) where σ stands for
the standard deviation. The total inclusive W±W±W∓ cross section is measured to be 0.807+0.128
−0.123 pb




Developed in the latter half of the 20th century, the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is a
great success as it makes many predictions which have been observed and verified experimentally.
With the observation of the Higgs boson by A Toroidal LHC Apparatus (ATLAS) [1] and Compact
Muon Solenoid (CMS) [2] at European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) on July 4th,
2012, the last missing elementary particle in the SM has been found. The SM is believed to be one
of the most fundamental theories in nature.





group and describes the strong and electroweak interactions among elementary particles. In the
SM, electroweak gauge bosons, which includes W±, Z, and γ, can interact with each other due
to the non-Abelian gauge symmetry of the SM electroweak sector. The electroweak Lagrangian
generates Triple Gauge Coupling (TGC) including WWγ and WWZ as wells as Quartic Gauge
Coupling (QGC) including WWWW, WWγγ, WWZγ and WWZZ. Other couplings including
neutral TGC (ZZZ, ZZγ, Zγγ) and neutral QGC (ZZZZ, Zγγγ, ZZγγ, Zγγγ, γγγγ) are prohibited
in the SM. Therefore, the precise measurement on these couplings can provide a critical test of




s = 13 TeV Proton-Proton (pp) collision data at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), ATLAS saw the first evidence of WVV production (V = W±, Z) with a significance of 4.1
standard deviations (σ) using 80 fb−1 of the Run 2 data [3], and CMS observed VVV production
with a significance of 5.7σ using 137 fb−1 of the Run 2 data [4]. As for WWW production, ATLAS
and CMS observed significances of 3.2σ and 3.3σ respectively.
This thesis presents the first observation of inclusive W±W±W∓ production using the pp colli-
sion data taken by the ATLAS detector at
√
s = 13 TeV. The total integrated luminosity is 139 fb−1,
which corresponds to the full Run 2 dataset at the LHC. As shown in Figure 1.1, there are four
types of processes that can produce W±W±W∓ events at Leading-Order (LO) Quantum Chromo-
dynamics (QCD) at the LHC: three W bosons produced from quarks directly, an associated W
1
boson production with an intermediate Z/γ∗ boson decaying to two W bosons, three W bosons
produced from a WWWW QGC vertex, and three W bosons produced from a WH process where
two Opposite-Sign (OS) W bosons are from the decay of the Higgs boson. Since experimentally
we can not really distinguish WH production from other production, all these productions are

















Figure 1.1: Representative Feynman diagrams for W±W±W∓ production at LO QCD at the LHC.
The study is performed in two decay channels: W±W±W∓ → `±ν`±ν j j channel and
W±W±W∓→ `±ν`±ν`∓ν channel, where ` stands for electron or muon and j stands for jet which
comes from the hadronization of quarks. Two Signal Regions (SRs), `±ν`±ν j j SR and `±ν`±ν`∓ν
SR, are defined to study the W±W±W∓ production in each channel. In the W±W±W∓→ `±ν`±ν j j
channel, two Same-Sign (SS) W bosons decay leptonically to neutrinos and electrons or muons
whereas the other W boson decays hadronically to two jets. Other major SM processes, such as the
Drell-Yan and top pair production, are greatly reduced by the requirement of two SS leptons in the
`±ν`±ν j j SR. Additionally, the two leading jets have an invariant mass around the W boson pole
mass which also reduces the contribution from the SS WW Vector Boson Scattering (VBS) process
in the `±ν`±ν j j SR. In the W±W±W∓ → `±ν`±ν`∓ν channel, all three W bosons decay leptoni-
cally. The requirement of zero Same-Flavor Opposite-Sign (SFOS) lepton pair greatly suppresses
contributions from WZ process in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is used to estimate background processes with prompt leptons in
the final state, while data-driven method is used to estimate background processes due to electron
charge misidentification, jet-faked electrons, jet-faked muons, and photon-faked electrons. The
WZ process is the largest background in this analysis and its contribution is constrained by the
data in dedicated WZ Control Regions (CRs). Two WZ normalization factors are derived with
different jet multiplicities, less than two jets and at least two jets. The background modelings are
cross-checked in various CRs and Validation Regions (VRs).
A machine learning algorithm, Boosted Decision Tree (BDT), is used to further enhance the
separation between the signal and background processes in this analysis. Two BDTs models are
trained for the `±ν`±ν j j and `±ν`±ν`∓ν SRs separately and then the distributions of the BDT
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discriminant score in the SRs are combined with the trilepton invariant mass in the WZ CRs to
obtain the final significance and the signal strength using a binned maximum-likelihood fit. The
signal strength is also used to determine the inclusive W±W±W∓ production cross section, σ(pp→
W±W±W∓).
The organization of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 discusses elementary particles and the
SM theory; Chapter 3 introduces the LHC and the ATLAS detector; Chapter 4 explains physics
object reconstruction and identification procedures and summarizes the object-level selection cuts;
Chapter 5 describes the data and MC samples used in the analysis; Chapter 6 summarizes the event-
level selection cuts for the SRs; Chapter 7 explains the background modeling; Chapter 8 describes
the BDT used for signal extraction; Chapter 9 lists all systematic uncertainties considered in this
analysis; Chapter 10 explains the fitting procedure and presents the results; Chapter 11 summarizes
the results of this analysis and draws the conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
Standard Model of Particle Physics
2.1 Elementary Particles
Elementary particles are the most fundamental building blocks of the universe. They are thought
to have no internal structure. In the SM [5], all known elementary particles can be categorized
into two types: elementary fermions and elementary bosons. Fermions are defined as particles that
obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics and have odd half-integer spins (like 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, and so forth).
For elementary fermions, they all have a spin of 1/2. On the other hand, bosons are defined as
particles with integer spins (like 0, 1, 2, and so forth) and follow the Bose-Einstein statistics. For
elementary bosons, they have a spin of 1 or 0. The summary of all elementary particles can be
found in Figure 2.1.
Elementary fermions are matter particles as they are considered to be the ultimate building
blocks of matter [5]. They are further categorized into quarks and leptons based on whether or
not they carry color charge (red (R), green (G), blue (B)). Quarks have color charge and there are
six flavors of quarks: up (u), charm (c) and top (t) quarks have an electric charge of +23e (e is the
elementary charge) while down (d), strange (s), bottom (b) quarks have an electric charge of −13e.
Leptons do not have color charge and there are six types of leptons: electron (e), muon (µ) and tau
(τ) with an electric charge of −e while electron neutrino (νe), muon neutrino (νµ) and tau neutrino
(ντ) with an electric charge of 0. Both quarks and leptons fall into three generations (also called
families). Besides, each fermion also has its corresponding antiparticle which has the same mass
but opposite charge compared to the original particle.
Elementary bosons can be categorized based on their spins. Gauge bosons are spin-1 force
particles which can mediate fundamental interactions: photon (γ) is the mediator for the electro-
magnetic interaction between electrically-charged particles, gluon (g) is the mediator for the strong
interaction that binds quarks inside the nucleus, W± and Z bosons are the mediators for the weak
interaction which participates in nuclear decays. Higgs boson (H) is a spin-0 scalar boson and is
responsible for the intrinsic mass of all other elementary particles except for neutrinos.
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Figure 2.1: Summary of all known elementary particles in the SM plus a hypothetical graviton [6].
Additionally, there might be another elementary particle called the graviton which is hypothe-
sized to be the mediator of the gravitational interaction [5]. If it exists, the graviton is expected to
be massless and has a spin of 2. However, it is not included in the SM and has not been observed
experimentally. In this thesis, the gravitational interaction is ignored as it is negligible at the atomic
scale.
2.2 Lagrangian Formalism
In the SM, the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions are explained through the exchange
of corresponding gauge bosons using the Lagrangian formulation of a physical system. In the
Lagrangian formalism, action is considered as an integration of four-dimensional space-time on





where xµ is defined as (t; x,y,z), φi(x) represents the field and ∂µφi(x) = ∂φi(x)/∂xµ is the four-
dimensional space-time derivative of the field. For simplicity, the Lagrangian density L is called
as Lagrangian in the following text. Based on the principle of stationary action δS = 0, the Euler-









Based on this EOM, Noether’s theorem [8] can be generated to the four-dimensional space-time
coordination: there is always a corresponding conserved quantity for every continuous symmetry
transformation which leaves the Lagrangian stay the same.
In the SM, the symmetries are the global Poincaré symmetry from special relativity including





U(1)Y where C stands for the color of quarks, L stands for the left-handed
fields and Y stands for the weak hypercharge [9]. The S U(3)C symmetry group governs the strong
interaction whereas the S U(2)L
⊗
U(1)Y group governs the unified electroweak interaction. After




2.3 Quantum Electrodynamics Lagrangian
In the electromagnetic interaction, charged fermions interact with each other by exchanging pho-
tons. To produce the Dirac equation from the EOM in Eq. 2.2, the Lagrangian for a single fermion
field (ψ) is [7]:
L0 = iψ̄γµ∂µψ−mψ̄ψ, (2.3)
where γµ is the gamma matrix in the Dirac equation [10] and m is the mass of the fermion. Under




where Qθ is an arbitrary real constant [7]. The Lagrangian L0 in Eq. 2.3 is invariant under the
global U(1) transformation where θ is a constant. However, L0 is not local U(1) invariant if θ is a
function of the space-time, i.e. θ = θ(x). This is due to the extra term from the derivative of θ:
∂µψ
U(1)
−−−→ exp{iQθ}(∂µ+ iQ∂µθ)ψ. (2.5)
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To restore the local U(1) phase invariance, an additional spin-1 photon field Aµ is introduced and







where e is the electron charge [7]. An additional interaction term between the photon field and the
fermion, eQAµψ̄γµψ, is added to the original Lagrangian to cancel out the term with the derivative









Fµν ≡ ∂µAν−∂νAµ. (2.8)
It can be shown that the kinetic term is gauge-invariant but the mass term of the field, 12m
2AµAµ,
is not. Therefore the photon field Aµ needs to be massless to keep the gauge invariance of the
Lagrangian. The Lagrangian then becomes [7]:







where the covariant derivative Dµ is defined as:
Dµ ≡ ∂µ− ieQAµ, (2.10)




With this definition, the Lagrangian in Eq. 2.9 is local U(1) invariant and is the Quantum Elec-
trodynamics (QED) Lagrangian. The massless photon is introduced to satisfy the local gauge
invariance.
2.4 Quantum Chromodynamics Lagrangian
In the strong interaction, quarks interact with each other through the exchange of gluons. If qαf is
used to represent a quark field of color α (α = R,G,B) and flavor f ( f = u,d,c, s, t,b), the q f vector
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(iq̄ fγµ∂µq f −mq̄ f q f ). (2.13)
The S U(3)C transformation in the color space can be written as:
q f
S U(3)C
−−−−−→ exp{iλaθa(x)/2}q f (a = 1,2, ...,8), (2.14)
where λa is one of the eight Gell-Mann matrices [7] and θa(x) is phase factor. Similar to Sec-
tion 2.3, the Lagrangian is required to be invariant under local S U(3)C transformation. Eight spin-




µ, have to be introduced. To restore the gauge invariance, the
covariant derivative is constructed to transform as:
Dµ ≡ ∂µ− igs
λa
2
Gaµ ≡ ∂µ− igsGµ, (2.15)
where Gµ ≡ λaGaµ/2 and gs is a unique S U(3)C coupling. The strong coupling constant αS is
defined as αS ≡ g2s/(4π) and used commonly in experiments. The gauge-invariant kinetic term of















ν and fabc is the S U(3)C structure constant from the com-





















With similar arguments as we have in Section 2.3, all eight gluons are required to be massless.
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2.5 Weak Interaction Lagrangian
The local S U(2)-invariant Lagrangian can be derived following the same procedure described in
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 by starting with the free Lagrangian for the weak field:
L0 = iψ̄γµ∂µψ, (2.19)





Note that the mass terms of fermions are not included as they can spoil the procedure to restore the
local S U(2) invariance [7]. The S U(2) transformation of the doublet can be written as:
ψ
S U(2)
−−−−→ exp{iσaθa(x)/2}ψ (a = 1,2,3), (2.21)
where σa is one of the three Pauli matrices [7] and θa(x) is the phase factor. To satisfy local S U(2)




µ , are introduced with the gauge-

















with g as the S U(2) coupling constant [7] and εabc as the Levi-Civita symbol from the S U(2)











The covariant derivative is then constructed to have S U(2) transformation in the same way as the
doublet ψ in Eq. 2.21 and can be expressed as:
Dµ ≡ ∂µ− ig
σa
2





µ . The S U(2)-invariant weak interaction Lagrangian (also called the Yang-Mills











µ , are required to be massless.
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2.6 Electroweak Lagrangian
In the SM, electromagnetic interaction and weak interaction are unified as electroweak interac-
tion which is mediated by three massive gauge bosons (W± and Z) and one massless photon (γ).
Chirality is defined to split a fermion ψ into left- and right-handed fields which can be express as:









where γ5 is the fifth gamma matrix [10]. Based on experiments, W± bosons only couple to left-
handed fermions (or right-handed antifermions) and Z boson couples to left- and right-handed
fermions differently, while photon couples to left- and right-handed fermions in the same way [7].











where (u,d) can be (u,d), (c, s) or (t,b) and ` can be e, µ or τ. Using the same notation, the
right-handed fermions are all singlets under S U(2):
ψ2 = uR,
ψ3 = dR or `R.
(2.29)
Hypothetical right-handed neutrinos (sterile neutrinos), νeR, νµR, ντR, are not considered since they
are not observed in experiments. From Section 2.5. the simplest group with a doublet is S U(2).
The electromagnetic interaction needs a U(1) group based on Section 2.3. Hence the symmetry
group considered for the electroweak Lagrangian is S U(2)L
⊗
U(1)Y where L stands for left-
handed fields as S U(2)L transformation is only applied on the left-handed doublet ψ1, and Y refers
to the weak hypercharge which can be express as Y = Q−T3 with Q as the electromagnetic charge
operator and T3 as the third component of weak isospin, i.e. T3 ≡ σ3/2 [7].
For simplicity, only one generation of quarks or leptons is discussed here. Similar to Sec-

























where y1, y2, y3 are weak hypercharge analogous to Q in Eq. 2.4, and β, αa are phase factors
which are the same as θ, θa in Eqs. 2.4 and 2.21.
To make the Lagrangian local gauge-invariant under S U(2)L
⊗
U(1)Y with αa = αa(x) and




µ , and Bµ, are introduced as there are four











where Waµν is defined in Eq. 2.23 and Bµν is defined similarly to Fµν in Eq. 2.8, i.e. Bµν ≡ ∂µBν −

















where g and g′ are coupling constants. The electroweak Lagrangian (on a single generation of
fermions) that is invariant under both global and local S U(2)L
⊗















Although the gauge-invariant electroweak Lagrangian is constructed in Eq. 2.34, the fields of
fermions and gauge bosons are massless in the Lagrangian which contradicts the experimental
results. To fix this, Higgs mechanism [12, 13] is proposed by introducing a scalar Higgs field








U(1)Y gauge-invariant Lagrangian is built to be [7]:
LHiggs = (DµΦ)†DµΦ−V(Φ,Φ†) = (DµΦ)†DµΦ−µ2Φ†Φ−h(Φ†Φ)2, (2.36)
where h > 0 and µ2 < 0. The covariant derivative can be expressed as:
Dµ ≡ ∂µ− igWµ− ig′yΦBµ, (2.37)
with the weak hypercharge of the field as yΦ, similar to the first transformation in Eq. 2.31.
There are infinite degenerate states with the minimum Higgs potential energy V(Φ,Φ†) as long













h . In this way the symmetry S U(2)L
⊗
U(1)Y spontaneously breaks and the re-
maining gauge symmetry is the electromagnetic subgroup U(1)QED. The doublet Φ can be written








where H is the physical Higgs boson. By taking the unitary gauge, θa = 0, the kinetic term in the























µ ,Bµ, are not mass eigenstates. There-
fore, the physical W± bosons (W±µ ) are introduced as the linear combinations of electrically-









The physical Z boson (Zµ) and photon (Aµ) are also introduced here by mixing electrically-neutral
fields, W3µ and Bµ, and can be expressed as a rotation with the weak mixing angle θW :ZµAµ






































, mW/mZ = cosθW . (2.45)
Additionally, the absence of the photon field mass term in Eq. 2.44 indicates that the photon field
remains massless.
Using the masses of W± bosons and Z boson in Eq. 2.45, the kinetic term in the Higgs La-


























The second line of the above equation are the couplings of the Higgs boson and gauge bosons
(W+W−H, ZZH, W+W−HH and ZZHH). The Feynman diagrams and coupling terms are summa-
rized in Table 2.1 and Feynman rules can then be derived by taking the metric tensor into account.




2hυ, the Higgs Lagrangian in Eq. 2.36 can be written in terms of





































Additionally, the fermion masses are generated from the coupling between fermions and the scalar
Higgs filed Φ which are called as Yukawa coupling. The Lagrangian of Yukawa coupling is gauge-
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Table 2.1: The coupling terms of the Higgs boson and gauge bosons in the SM Lagrangian.










f̄ f , (2.48)
where f stands for a fermion and m f is the fermion mass.
2.8 Standard Model Lagrangian
Combining with Lagrangians introduced in Sections 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7, the completed SM La-
grangian can be expressed as follows [7, 9]:
LSM = LQCD +LEWK +LHiggs +LYukawa. (2.49)
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LQCD is the QCD sector of the SM Lagrangian and defined in Eq. 2.18 with mass terms of quarks
as well as kinetic terms of both quarks and massless gluons. LEWK, LHiggs, and LYukawa are
the electroweak sector of the SM Lagrangian and defined in Eq. 2.34, Eq. 2.47, and Eq. 2.48,
respectively. LEWK contains kinetic terms of fermions and electroweak gauge bosons (W±, Z, and
γ). LHiggs has kinetic term and mass term of the Higgs boson as well as mass terms of W± bosons
and Z boson after the SSB. LYukawa contains the mass terms of fermions after the SSB except for
neutrinos.
2.9 Triple and Quartic Gauge Couplings
The TGC and QGC terms can be generated by expanding the kinetic terms of the electroweak
gauge bosons in Eq. 2.32 and expressed by using the physical W± bosons, Z boson and photon
fields defined in Eqs. 2.41 and 2.42.



























































The coupling terms of TGC and QGC are summarized in Table 2.2 and Feynman rules can be
derived after including the metric tensor. The allowed TGC vertices are W+W−Z and W+W−γ and
the allowed QGC vertices are W+W−W+W−, W+W−ZZ, W+W−Zγ, and W+W−γγ. Neutral TGC
vertices (ZZZ, ZZγ, Zγγ and γγγ) and QGC vertices (ZZZZ, ZZZγ, ZZγγ, Zγγγ and γγγγ) with
only photons and Z bosons do not appear in the SM Lagrangian and thus are prohibited in the SM.
The TGC and QGC are studied experimentally through diboson production, triboson produc-
tion, VBS, and Vector Boson Fusion (VBF). Since the triboson production cross sections are small
at low center-of-mass energies, they have only been studied in the pp collisions at the LHC. These
studies are categorized based on the types of the three bosons produced in the pp collision. Re-
cent studies on the production of three massive gauge bosons are published with the Run 2 dataset
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while studies of electroweak triboson production including photon are published only with the
Run 1 dataset.
For studies with three massive gauge bosons, different types of productions examine different
combinations of TGC and QGC terms: WWW analysis tests on WWZ, WWγ and WWWW ver-
tices; WWZ analysis tests on WWZ, WWγ and WWZZ vertices; and WZZ analysis tests on WWZ
and WWZZ vertices. There is no SM-allowed TGC or QGC vertex for ZZZ analysis but anoma-
lous TGC and QGC can be searched with this analysis. Using 80 fb−1 of 13 TeV data taken in
Run 2, ATLAS provided the first evidence for WVV (V = W or Z) production with a significance
of 4.1σ and individual WWW and WVZ production each with a significance of 3.2σ [3]. Using
137 fb−1 of data taken at 13 TeV, CMS first observed the combined production of VVV with a
significance of 5.7σ and evidences of individual WWW and WWZ with significances of 3.3σ and
3.4σ respectively, while WZZ was found with a significance of 1.7σ and the significance of ZZZ
is 0.0σ [4].
Electroweak triboson production including photon are less sensitive to TGC and QGC as the
photon can be easily generated in initial state and final state radiations. Similarly to three massive
gauge boson production, different combinations of TGC and QGC terms are tested: WWγ pro-
duction studies on WWZγ, WWγγ, WWZ and WWγ vertices; WZγ production studies on WWZγ,
WWZ and WWγ vertices; Wγγ production studies on WWγ, WWZγ and WWγγ vertices. There
is no SM-allowed TGC or QGC vertex for ZZγ, Zγγ or γγγ production but similar to ZZZ anal-
ysis, anomalous TGC and QGC can be searched with these analyses. Using 20.2 fb−1 of data
taken at 8 TeV in Run 1, ATLAS saw the WVγ production with a significance of 1.4σ [14]. With
19.3 fb−1 of data taken at 8 TeV in Run 1, CMS set an observed upper limit of 3.4 times larger
than the SM prediction for WVγ at 95% confidence level [15]. For Wγγ production, ATLAS saw
the evidence with a significance larger than 3σ using 20.3 fb−1 of data taken at 8 TeV [16] while
CMS saw it with a significance of 2.6σ using 19.4 fb−1 of data taken at 8 TeV [17]. For Zγγ pro-
duction, ATLAS observed the process with a significance of 6.3σ using 20.3 fb−1 of data taken at
8 TeV [18] and CMS observed the process with a significance of 5.9σ using 19.4 fb−1 of data taken
at 8 TeV [17]. Limits are placed on parameters of anomalous TGC and QGC and no deviations
from SM predictions are observed by both experiments. For γγγ production, ATLAS measured
the cross section using 20.2 fb−1 of data taken at 8 TeV [19].
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Table 2.2: The TGC and QGC terms in the SM Lagrangian.
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2.10 Effective Field Theory
Although the SM makes many predictions that have been verified experimentally, it is not a com-
plete theory. Beyond Standard Model (BSM) theories are proposed to solve various problems in
the SM, such as dark matter problem, neutrino mass problem, hierarchy problem, and so on. Ef-
fective field theory is an approximation of a theory at a given energy with appropriate degrees of
freedom that can appear and ignoring the effect at higher energy. BSM theories can be studied
using the SM effective field theory [20, 21] which can be expressed as:








where O(d)i is the operator with dimension d, f
(d)
i is the corresponding coupling, and Λ is the
energy scale of new physics.
Precise measurements on QGC vertices are important as derivations from the SM predictions,
anomalous QGC, can indicate new physics. For simplicity, only interactions without derivatives of
the gauge fields are considered. Therefore, the dimension of operators in Eq. 2.52 needs to be at
least eight to only change QGC vertices without modifications on two or three weak gauge boson










where Φ is the Higgs field and fi is the anomalous QGC coefficient. By replacing Φ as its VEV
(υ), four gauge boson vertices can be generated from Eqs. 2.53 and 2.54. The W±W±W∓ analysis












where g is the S U(2)L coupling constant, ∆cWW
′






































However, unitary can be violated by adding operators to the SM Lagrangian, which can be






where f 0i is the anomalous QGC coefficient at the low energy, s is the square of the center-of-mass
energy, and ΛFF is the cutoff scale for the form factor. In this way, new physics can be studied in
the W±W±W∓ analysis and limit can be set for anomalous QGC vertices.
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CHAPTER 3
Large Hadron Collider and ATLAS Detector
3.1 Large Hadron Collider
Operated by CERN, the LHC [25] is currently the particle collider with the highest energy in the
world. It was built underground at the border of Switzerland and France starting from 1990s.
The LHC has an approximately 27-kilometer ring of superconducting magnets that accelerate two
beams of hadrons, either protons or lead ions, to a speed close to light and collide them in the
opposite directions [26]. There are four large particle detectors on the LHC ring: the ATLAS [27]
and CMS [28] detectors are two general-purpose detectors designed for discoveries in the energy
frontier including both the SM and the BSM physics; A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE)
detector is optimized to study physics in heavy-ion collisions [29]; and Large Hadron Collider
Beauty (LHCb) detector is specialized to study b-physics [30].
Protons are accelerated by a series of accelerators before entering the LHC tunnel [32]. Fig-
ure 3.1 shows the layout of the LHC accelerator system. The protons are produced from hydrogen
gas by stripping electrons from hydrogen atoms with an electric field and are then injected into
Linear Accelerator (Linac). The Linac accelerates protons to an energy of 50 MeV. The proton
beam is then pushed to 1.4 GeV in Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) and then 25 GeV in Proton
Synchrotron (PS). The protons are accelerated to 450 GeV in Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)
before they are finally injected into the LHC in two opposite directions.
The number of pp collisions N in the LHC can be expressed by:
N = σ×
∫
Ldt = σ×L, (3.1)
where σ is the cross section of pp collisions at the collision energy, L is the instantaneous luminos-
ity, and L is the integrated luminosity over time. Therefore luminosity is an important parameter
for accelerators in addition to the collision energy.
The LHC is designed to accelerate protons to an energy of 7 TeV and thus the center-of-
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s) is 14 TeV. The maximum peak instantaneous luminosity is designed to be
1.0 × 1034 cm−2s−1. Although the designed energy has not been reached, the maximum peak
luminosity has reached 2.1× 1034 cm−2s−1. The pp beam bunch crossing collisions happen at a
rate of 40 MHz by design. During the first data taking period from 2010 to 2012 (Run 1), the LHC
delivered an integrated luminosity of 0.0481 fb−1 and 5.46 fb−1 pp collision data at
√
s = 7 TeV
in 2010 and 2011 respectively, as well as 22.8 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 8 TeV in 2012. During the
second data taking period from 2015 to 2018 (Run 2), the LHC delivered in total 156 fb−1 of pp
collision data at
√
s = 13 TeV. The distributions of the integrated luminosity versus time are shown
in Figure 3.2. This thesis uses the full Run 2 data taken by the ATLAS detector, corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1 that are good for physics analysis.
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Figure 3.2: The distribution of the total integrated luminosity delivered (green) by the LHC,
recorded by the ATLAS detector (yellow) and good for physics (blue) versus time in 2011−2012
(left) [33] and 2015−2018 (right) [34].
3.2 ATLAS Detector
The ATLAS detector is the largest detector on the LHC in terms of the detector volume. It is a
7000-ton cylinder with approximately 44 m in length and 25 m in diameter [27]. It consists of four
major components: inner detector, calorimeters, muon spectrometer, and magnet system. Due to
the high collision rate, trigger and data acquisition system at ATLAS only selects some collision
events that are interesting in physics. These systems are briefly summarized in the following
sections.
The cutaway diagram of the ATLAS detector is shown in Figure 3.3. Particles produced from
the collision point are first identified by the inner detector, including pixel detector, Semiconductor
Tracker (SCT) and Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT), which records particle tracks. The
solenoid outside the inner detector provides a magnetic field that changes the moving direc-
tions of charged particles so that particles’ charges and momenta can be measured. Electrons,
photons, and hadrons are stopped and measured by calorimeters including Liquid-Argon (LAr)
Electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter, tile calorimeter, LAr Hadronic End-cap Calorimeter (HEC),
and LAr Forward Calorimeter (FCal). The toroid magnets are outside the calorimeters which fur-
ther bend trajectories of muons. The outermost part of the detector is the muon spectrometer, also
called muon chambers in the figure, that measures the momenta of muons.
3.2.1 Coordinate System
There are two coordinate systems, Cartesian coordinate system and spherical coordinate system,
commonly used in the ATLAS detector as shown in the left plot of Figure 3.4 and both systems
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Figure 3.3: The cutaway diagram of the ATLAS detector [27].
use the primary collision vertex as the origin. In the Cartesian coordinate system, the x axis points
towards the center of the LHC ring, and the y axis points to the sky. The z axis is parallel to the
beamline and its direction is determined by the right-hand rule. For the detector, the positive z axis
is defined as the A-side while the negative z axis is defined as the C-side. The spherical coordinate
system can be defined using the Cartesian coordinate system. In the spherical coordinate system,
for a point P shown in the left plot of Figure 3.4, the radius r is defined as the distance between the
point P and the primary collision vertex o, and the polar angle θ is the angle between the directions
of the z axis and the point P, while the azimuthal angle φ is defined the angle between the directions
of the x axis and point P′ which is the projection of the point P on the transverse xy-plane.
Since the longitudinal momenta of the two colliding partons (quarks or gluons inside the pro-
ton) along the z axis are unknown before the collision, variables that are Lorentz-invariant under
the longitudinal boost are preferred. Therefore, projected values of physics variables on the trans-
verse plane are used more commonly, such as transverse momentum pT (pT = p× sinθ), transverse
energy ET (ET = E× sinθ), and missing transverse momentum EmissT , where p and E are particle’s
momentum and energy respectively. Instead of the polar angle θ, rapidity y and pseudorapidity η
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Figure 3.4: The illustration of the coordinate system used in the ATLAS detector. The left plot
shows the right-handed Cartesian coordinate system and the spherical coordinate system used at
ATLAS where the detector is represented by the blue cylinder and the black dash line stands for
the pp collision beam line with o as the primary collision vertex. The right plot shows the relation
between the polar angle θ and the pseudorapidity η.



















where pz is the momentum along the z axis. y is Lorentz invariant under the longitudinal boost
while η is not. However y can be approximated by η when the particle’s mass m is much smaller
than its momentum |p| and thus pz ≈ E× cosθ. The relation of the polar angle θ and the pseudora-
pidity η can be seen on the right plot of Figure 3.4, and we have η = 0 when θ = 90 ◦ and η = ±∞
when θ = 0 ◦ and 180 ◦. The separation between two particles in the η−φ plane, ∆R, is defined as
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 with ∆η= η1−η2 and ∆φ= φ1−φ2. η1 (η2) and φ1 (φ2) are the pseudorapidity
and the azimuthal angle of the first (second) particle, respectively.
3.2.2 Magnet System
In order to bend tracks of charged particles to allow charge and momentum measurements, a mag-
net system [27, 36] is implemented in the ATLAS detector and it contains four major supercon-
ducting magnets as shown in Figure 3.5: the central solenoid, the barrel toroid and two end-cap
toroids. Liquid helium is used to cool down the temperature so that the magnets enter the super-
conducting state which is critical to generate strong magnetic fields without loss of energy from
electrical resistance.
The central solenoid is placed between the inner detector and the EM calorimeter and is de-
signed to provide a peak axial magnetic field of 2.6 T for the inner detector. The nominal current
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Figure 3.5: The spatial arrangement of the coil windings of the ATLAS magnet system [35].
that flows into the coil is 7.73 kA and the stored energy is 40 MJ. Its thickness in front of the barrel
EM calorimeter has been minimized to reduce the influence on particle energy measurement. The
central solenoid has an axial length of 5.8 m as well as inner and outer diameters of 2.46 m and
2.56 m, respectively.
The barrel toroid and the two end-cap toroids are used to bend muon tracks and they can provide
up to 3.9 T and 4.1 T magnet fields in the barrel and end-cap regions of the muon spectrometer
respectively. For the barrel toroid, the nominal current is 20.5 kA and the stored energy is 1080 MJ.
The inner and outer diameters are 9.4 m and 20.1 m respectively and the axial length is 25.3 m.
For each of the two end-cap toroids, the nominal current is also 20.5 kA and the stored energy is
250 MJ. The inner and outer diameters are 1.65 m and 10.7 m respectively and the axial length is
5.0 m.
3.2.3 Inner Detector
The inner detector [27, 38, 39] is the innermost part of the ATLAS detector and it has a cylinder
shape with a diameter of 2.1 m and a length of 6.2 m, as shown in Figure 3.6. In order to reconstruct
collision vertices and measure charges and momenta of particles with high precision and resolution
in a large track density, the inner detector is made with fine granularity and can measure charged
tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV and |η| < 2.5. The detector has been designed to provide a transverse
momentum resolution of σpT/pT = 0.05%pT⊕1% (pT in GeV) and a transverse impact parameter
resolution of 10 µm for high momentum particles in the central η region [27, 40]. As illustrated in
Figure 3.7, a track satisfying the requirements will go through the pixel detector, the SCT and the
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Figure 3.6: The cutaway diagram of the ATLAS inner detector [27].
TRT in order, which are three major components of the inner detector.
The pixel detector [41] is made of 1,744 pixel sensors that have a thickness of 250 µm and a
dimension of 19× 63 mm2. The pixel sensor uses oxygenated n-type wafers with readout pixels
on the n+-implanted side of the detector. There are 46,080 readout channels on each sensor so in
total the pixel detector has approximately 80 million channels, which provide an intrinsic accuracy
of 10 µm × 115 µm. Pixel sensors are arranged in three coaxial cylindrical barrel layers: barrel
layer 0 (b-layer), barrel layer 1, and barrel layer 2 as well as three disk layers in each of the two
end-cap regions. In Run 2, an additional layer, Insertable B-Layer (IBL), is inserted between the
new beam pipe with a reduced diameter and the b-layer [42, 43]. The IBL detector consists of 168
planar n+-in-n sensors and 112 3-D sensors and provides additional hit information so that track
identification and vertex reconstruction can be further improved.
The SCT [44] is a silicon microstrip tracker with 4,088 modules and in total over 6 million
channels on a 63 m2 silicon surface. The SCT modules are distributed on four barrel layers (barrel
layer 3− 6) and nine disk layers in each of the two end-cap regions. These sensors use a classic
single-side p-in-n technology with AC-coupled readout strips. The nominal position resolution is
17 µm × 580 µm.
The TRT [45, 46] is built with approximately 351,000 straw tubes with 4 mm in diameter.
Each straw tube is filled with a xenon- or argon-based gas mixture. There is a gold-plated tungsten
wire with a diameter of 0.03 mm in the center of the straw tube. When charged particles pass
through these straw tubes, the gas atoms are ionized and electrons from the ionization are accel-
erated towards the center and create a signal current. In addition, straw tubes with a xenon-based
gas mixture can detect photons from transition radiation, which provides powerful discrimination
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Figure 3.7: The illustration of the sensors and structural elements traversed by charged tracks with
pT = 10 GeV in the inner detector in the barrel region with η = 0.3 (left) [37] and the end-cap
region with η = 1.4 and 2.2 (right) [27].
between electrons and charged pions. These straw tubes are distributed on 73 barrel layers sepa-
rated with fibers in the barrel region and 160 end-cap planes separated with foils in each of the two
end-cap regions. The TRT can reach a position resolution of 130 µm.
3.2.4 Calorimeters
Figure 3.8: The cutaway diagram of the ATLAS calorimeters [27].
Placed outside the central solenoid and the inner detector, the calorimeters [27, 47–49] are used
to measure the energy of particles, including electrons, photons, and hadrons within |η| < 4.9 by
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stopping them from passing through and measuring their showers. In this way, they also leave a
clean environment for the muon spectrometer. The calorimeters are all sampling calorimeters as
they generate showers using an absorber with layers of high-density passive material and detect
deposited particle energy using layers of active material. There are two types of calorimeters
based on measured particles: the EM calorimeter, and the hadronic calorimeters including the tile
calorimeter, the HEC, and the FCal. The spatial arrangement of the ATLAS calorimeters is shown
in Figure 3.8.
Located right outside the central solenoid, the EM calorimeter [48] can be further divided based
on the location: one EM barrel calorimeter which covers |η|< 1.475, and two Electromagnetic End-
cap Calorimeters (EMECs) which cover 1.375< |η|< 3.2. The EM calorimeter is used to determine
the energy of electrons or photons by measuring EM showers. It uses LAr as the active material
due to its radiation hardness and lead as the passive material for the absorber. There is also a
presampler detector with a layer of LAr that is used to correct the energy loss of electrons and
photons before they enter the EM calorimeter in the region of |η| < 1.8. The EM calorimeter has
a total thickness of > 22X0 in the barrel region and > 24X0 in the end-cap region, where X0 is the
radiation length. The energy resolution of the EM calorimeter is σE/E = 10%/
√
E ⊕ 0.7% (E in
GeV) by design [27].
Hadronic calorimeters are placed outside the EM calorimeter and are used to measure the
energy of hadrons using hadronic showers. The tile calorimeter [49] is outside the envelope of
the EM calorimeter with three parts: one barrel part with |η| < 1.0 and two extended barrel parts
with 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. Steel is used for the absorber and scintillating tiles are used for the active
material. The HEC [48] is located behind the EMEC and has two wheels in each side of the two
end-cap regions, covering the region 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. It uses the same active material (LAr) as the
EM calorimeter while copper as the passive material for the absorber. The tile calorimeter has a
total thickness of 7λ in the barrel region and 12λ in the end-cap region, where λ is the nuclear
interaction length. The energy resolution of the tile calorimeter is σE/E = 50%/
√
E ⊕ 3% (E in
GeV) by design [27].
The FCal [48] is close to the beamline and covers the region 3.1 < |η| < 4.9. It also uses LAr
as the active material and can measure both hadronic and EM showers as the EM calorimeter does
not cover this region. The FCal consists of three modules placed longitudinally in each of the two
end-cap regions. In order to optimize the resolution and heat removal, the innermost module that is
closest to the collision point (FCal1) uses copper as the absorber and is optimized for EM showers,
while the other two modules (FCal2 and FCal3) use tungsten as the absorber and is optimized for
hadronic showers. The energy resolution is σE/E = 25%/
√
E⊕3.8% (E in GeV) for electrons and
σE/E = 100%/
√
E⊕10% (E in GeV) for hadrons by design [27].
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3.2.5 Muon Spectrometer
Figure 3.9: The cutaway diagram of the ATLAS muon spectrometer [27].
The muon spectrometer [27, 50] is the outermost detector and is used to detect and measure
momentum and charge of muon as indicated by its name. Since all other particles have been
stopped by the calorimeters except muon and neutrino, the muon spectrometer can perform the
measurement in a relatively clean environment. The toroids provide the magnetic field for the
muon spectrometer: the barrel toroid covers the region |η| < 1.4 while two end-cap toroids cover
the region 1.6 < |η| < 2.7. In the transition region of 1.4 < |η| < 1.6, the magnetic field is provided
by the combination of the barrel and end-cap toroids. There are three stations in the barrel region
(called barrel inner, barrel middle, and barrel outer) and three stations in the end-cap region (called
end-cap inner, end-cap middle, and end-cap outer). As shown in Figure 3.9, the muon spectrometer
consists of two types of precision tracking chambers, Monitored Drift Tubes (MDTs) and Cathode
Strip Chambers (CSCs), as well as two types of trigger chambers, Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs)
and thin gap chambers. The momentum resolution determined by the MDTs and CSCs is expected
to be σpT/pT = 10% for 1 TeV muons (pT in GeV) [27].
The MDTs are used to measure the momentum of muon within the region |η| < 2.7, except
for the innermost station, the small wheels, where the coverage is limited to |η| < 2.0, as shown
in Figure 3.10. The MDTs consist of approximately 354,000 pressurized drift tubes which have
a diameter of 29.970 mm and are filled with an argon-based gas mixture at 3 bar. There is a
tungsten-rhenium wire in the center of each tube and the wire is held at a potential of 3,080 V.
The maximum drift time is 780 ns. Similar to straw tubes in the TRT, muons passing the MDTs
can ionize the gas atoms and electrons from ionization can be accelerated by the electric field
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Figure 3.10: The detailed layout of chambers in one quarter of the ATLAS muon spectrometer: the
barrel MDTs are shown in green; the end-cap MDTs are shown in light blue; the CSCs are shown
in yellow and labeled; the RPCs are shown in white and labeled; the thin gap chambers are shown
in pink and labeled [27].
and create signal currents on the central wire. The average resolution per tube for the MDTs is
approximately 80 µm.
Due to higher rate capability and time resolution, the CSCs are used in the small wheels in
the forward end-cap regions with 2 < |η| < 2.7, as particle fluxes are high in the region close to the
beam pipe. The locations of the CSCs are shown in Figure 3.10 and they are multiwire proportional
chambers. The anode wires are oriented in the radial direction and held at a voltage of 1,900 V.
The gas filled in the chambers is also an argon-based gas mixture. Both cathodes are segmented
strips with one in perpendicular to the wires while the other parallel to the wires so that the location
on the transverse plane can be determined. Unlike the MDTs, the readout from the CSCs is from
the cathode strips instead of the anode wires. The position resolution of the CSCs is 60 µm per
plane which is comparable to the resolution of the MDTs.
In order to trigger on muon tracks, fast trigger chambers are implemented in the muon spec-
trometer with the RPCs covering the barrel region of |η| < 1.05 and the thin gap chambers covering
two end-cap regions of 1.05< |η|< 2.4. Additionally, trigger chambers can measure muon tracks in
both bending planes (η) and non-bending plane (φ) while precision tracking chambers, the MDTs
and CSCs, measure the tracks only in the bending plane.
The RPCs are gaseous electrode-plate detectors without wires inside. Each chamber has two re-
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sistive plates placed in parallel and separated by a 2 mm gas gap that is filled with a C2H2F4-based
gas mixture. The RPCs are operated in the avalanche mode with a nominal voltage of 9,800 V.
The signal is read out from the longitudinal and transverse strips outside the two resistive plates.
The RPCs can achieve a temporal resolution of 1.5 ns and a spatial resolution of 10 mm × 10 mm.
The thin gap chambers are also multiwire proportional chambers which are similar to the CSCs.
However, unlike the CSCs, the thin gap chambers are made with finer granularity and as a result
they have less response time to muon tracks. The wires are held at a much higher voltage of
2,900 V and the gas filled is a mixture of CO2 and n-pentane. The resolution of the thin gap
chambers is 4 ns in time and 2-6 mm × 3-7 mm in space.
3.2.6 Trigger and Data Acquisition
Figure 3.11: The flow chart of the ATLAS TDAQ system in Run 2 [51].
The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system [51, 52] is responsible for selecting
collision events of interest to record and is an essential part of the ATLAS detector. The LHC is
designed to collide the pp beam bunch crossings every 25 ns and the raw data takes up approx-
imately 1.6 MB per event. It is impossible to save all data since the raw data rate is more than
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50 TB per second, which is the storage of 100,000 CDs every second. The TDAQ system can
select interesting events in physics which is only a tiny fraction of all events and thus reduce the
data rate to approximately 1 kHz. As shown in the flow chart of the TDAQ system in Figure 3.11,
the data rate in Run 2 is reduced in two major steps: the Level-1 (L1) trigger and the High Level
Trigger (HLT).
The L1 trigger [53] is a hardware-based trigger system using information from the calorime-
ters and the muon spectrometer. The information from the calorimeters is processed in the L1
Calorimeter (L1Calo) trigger system. After prepossessing the calorimeter data, the cluster pro-
cessor identifies electrons, photons and leptonically decayed taus (τlep), while the Jet/Energy-sum
Processor (JEP) identifies jets and computes the total transverse energy and missing transverse en-
ergy in parallel. The results from the cluster processor and the JEP are the output of the L1Calo.
In the L1 Muon (L1Muon) trigger system, hit information from the RPCs is processed in the barrel
sector logic while hit information from the thin gap chambers is processed together with the data
from the tile calorimeter to reduce the rate of particles in the end-cap regions. The outputs from the
L1Muon are then sent to the Muon Central Trigger Processor Interface (MUCTPI) for further iden-
tification of muons. Additionally, the L1 Topological (L1Topo) trigger system also applies some
topological requirements by combining the outputs from the L1Calo and the MUCTPI to identify
interesting events at the event level. Finally, the trigger outputs from the L1Calo, the MUCTPI,
the L1Topo as well as some detector subsystems are passed to the Central Trigger Processor (CTP)
where the final L1 trigger decision is made. Overall, the L1 trigger system reduces the data rate
from 40 MHz to about 100 kHz within a latency of 2.5 µs.
The L1 trigger initiates the detector read-out process and provides the outputs to the HLT. If
an event passes the L1 trigger requirement, the Front-End (FE) electronics of all sub-detectors
then read out the data from their buffers and the data are passed to the ReadOut Drivers (RODs)
for prepossessing. The output data is buffered in the ReadOut System (ROS) which provides
information to the HLT using the data collection network. The L1 trigger also determines the
Regions of Interest (ROIs) and passes the spacial information in φ and η to the HLT.
The HLT [54] is a software-based trigger system. Unlike Run 1 when the Level-2 (L2) trigger
and the event filter were separated, the HLT combines them in Run 2 and analyzes the detector data
in the ROIs using approximately 40 thousand processing units. The typical procedure is to start
with feature-extraction algorithms to request data in the ROIs and end with a hypothesis algorithm
on whether the reconstructed information satisfies the trigger requirements or not. The HLT can
further lower down the data rate to on average 1.2 kHz which corresponds to a writing speed of
1.2 GB/s. If the event is accepted by the HLT, the event data is then stored in the CERN Tier-0
facility [55] for further offline processing.
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CHAPTER 4
Object Reconstruction and Selection
4.1 Overview
This chapter summarizes the reconstruction of physical objects as well as the object selection
criteria used in this W±W±W∓ analysis. The W boson has a very short lifetime of approximately
3× 10−25 s, and thus cannot be directly observed by the ATLAS detector. Instead, the detector
reconstructs and identifies decayed particles from the W±W±W∓ production. These final products
also need to satisfy the standard requirements recommended by ATLAS Combined Performance
(CP) groups.
4.2 Vertices and Pileup Corrections
Figure 4.1: Luminosity-weighted distribution of the mean number of interactions per bunch cross-
ing in each year during the Run 2 data taking period (2015−2018) [56].
At the LHC, multiple pp collisions occur within each bunch crossing of 25 ns, and thus there




s = 13 TeV (1 b = 10−24 cm−2) [57], the average number of inelastic pp interactions
per bunch crossing is about 19.5 for an instantaneous luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1 (78.1 mb×
1034 cm−2s−1×25 ns ≈ 19.5). These additional collisions are uncorrelated with the hard scattering
process, and the particles from the hard scattering process are recorded together with particles
from these additional pp interactions, so called pileup interactions. The average number of pileup
collisions is about 33.7 per bunch crossing for the dataset used in this analysis and the number
varied for different data taking years as shown in Figure 4.1.
Vertex candidates [58] are required to have at least two reconstructed tracks and the require-
ments for those tracks are summarized in Table 4.1 [59]. The tracks identified by the inner detector
or the muon spectrometer need to pass the basic kinematic requirement of pT > 500 MeV and be
within detector geometry of |η| < 2.5. The tracks need to have at least nine hits if |η| ≤ 1.65 and 11
hits if |η| > 1.65 in the pixel detector and the SCT. Additionally, there is at least one hit at the IBL
or the b-layer in the pixel detector. The number of shared modules for selected tracks is at most 1,
i.e. at most one shared hit in the pixel detector or two shared hits in the SCT. Holes on the detector
are defined as expected hits on the detector that are not observed. There should not be any holes in
the pixel detector and at most two holes in the SCT for selected tracks.
Selected Tracks
Reconstructed track candidates
pT > 500 MeV
|η| < 2.5
Pixel and SCT hits ≥ 9 (for |η| ≤ 1.65) or 11 (for |η| > 1.65)
IBL and b-layer hits ≥ 1
Shared models ≤ 1
Pixel holes = 0
SCT holes ≤ 2
Table 4.1: The requirements of tracks used in vertex reconstruction [58, 59].
After finding vertex candidates with selected tracks, vertex fitting is performed to reconstruct
the primary vertex [58, 60]. Starting with a seed position for the first vertex, an iterative χ2 min-
imization is used to find the best vertex position with the seed position and parameters of tracks
as inputs. After that, the procedure is repeated using the rejected tracks that are incompatible with
the reconstructed vertex reconstructed earlier. However, only one primary vertex is considered in
each event and it is the one with the largest sum in squared transverse momentum (
∑
p2T) of all
associated tracks. With the determination of the primary vertex, impact parameters can be defined
by the distance between the primary vertex and the track: d0 is the distance in the transverse plane,
and z0 is the distance along the z axis. Those impact parameters are used to select electrons in
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Section 4.3 and muons in Section 4.4.
The MC is produced usually before or during the data taking periods and is thus generated with
only a guess on the pileup collisions expected in data. Therefore, a correction in pileup is needed
for the MC simulation, which is called pileup reweighting. In the pileup reweighting, µ is defined
as the number of pileup collisions in a bunch crossing, and 〈µ〉 is defined as the average of µ over
the colliding bunches. 〈µ〉 and µ are the same in MC but are different in data. Three MC campaigns
(MC16a, MC16d and MC16e) are made for the ATLAS Run 2 data collected between 2015 and
2018. MC16a is corrected to the 〈µ〉 distribution in data taken in 2015-2016, while MC16d and
MC16e are corrected to the µ distributions in data taken in 2017 and 2018 respectively [61].
4.3 Electrons
Electrons in the ATLAS detector are defined as objects with tracks in the inner detector matched
to the energy deposits in the calorimeter (superclusters). Electron (|η| < 2.5) reconstruction [62–
64] starts with the selection of reconstructed energy deposits in topologically-connected EM and
hadronic calorimeter cells (topo-clusters) [65]. Proto-clusters are identified with high significance
in the EM calorimeter and merged with neighboring cells as topo-clusters. These clusters need to
have energy in the EM calorimeter greater than 400 MeV and the fraction of energy deposited in
the EM calorimeter above 0.5 to reject pileup clusters. Topo-clusters are then matched with tracks
reconstructed in the inner detector. The matching is performed using the requirements on |∆η| and
q×∆φ (q is the reconstructed charge of the track) between the cluster energy and the measured or
rescaled track momentum with the consideration of energy loss due to bremsstrahlung. If multiple
tracks are matched, tracks with hits in the pixel detector and smaller ∆R matched to the cluster are
preferred over those with hits in the SCT and larger ∆R.
After the preparation of tracks and clusters, the reconstruction of electron superclusters is per-
formed in three steps. In the first step, a track-matched topo-cluster is selected as a seed cluster if it
has ET > 1 GeV (ET is defined as E× sinθ with E as the energy of the cluster) and a matched track
with at least four hits in the pixel detector and the SCT. Satellite clusters are then identified for the
selected seed cluster. A satellite cluster can be either a cluster within a 0.075× 0.125 window in
∆η×∆φ around the seed cluster or a cluster with a 0.125× 0.300 window and has the same best-
matched track as the seed cluster. The supercluster is then the combination of the seed cluster and
its satellite clusters. The last step is to assign calorimeter cells for the reconstructed supercluster.
Initial energy calibration and position corrections are applied to the superclusters and the clus-
ters are matched to tracks in the same way as the matching between topo-clusters and tracks men-
tioned above. Since photons are also reconstructed independently in a similar way, some electron
superclusters may match with photons. In these cases, a procedure to discriminate electrons from
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photons is performed using detailed information of hits in the inner detector and superclusters. The
result of the procedure is then saved to a variable called author (also called ambiguity type) and the
definition is as follows: author = 16 if it is not possible to determine if the object is an electron or
a photon even after the extra procedure and both electron and photon objects are created from the
supercluster; author = 0 if the object can be identified only as an electron which has a cluster with
a good matched track and no good photon conversion vertex. In the end, the energies of electrons
are re-calibrated and discriminating variables are calculated for electron identification.
Figure 4.2: Electron identification efficiency in Z→ ee events in data as a function of ET (left) and
η (right) for different working points: loose (blue), medium (red) and tight (black) [64].
Electron identification [62, 64] is an additional step after electron reconstruction to improve
the purity of selected electron candidates. It is a likelihood discriminant based on measurements
from the inner detector and the calorimeters. The inputs include variables from hadronic leakage,
energies deposited in different layers of the EM calorimeter, track conditions, and track-cluster
matching. There are three different working points based on the strictness of the cuts for electron
identification: loose, medium and tight. There is a trade-off between electron identification effi-
ciency and background rejection. The tight working point gives the purest prompt electrons but has
the least identification efficiency. The identification efficiencies as a function of electron ET and η
measured in data and the ratios between data and MC efficiencies for different working points are
shown in Figure 4.2. All three working points are used for different types of electrons selected in
this analysis.
Electron isolation [62, 64] can be used to further separate prompt electrons from non-prompt
electrons through tracks and energy deposits near electron candidates. In this analysis, the tight
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Prompt Lepton Veto (PLV) working point [66] recommended by the ATLAS CP groups is used. It
applies cuts on a track isolation variable pvarcone30T and a BDT discriminant score PLV. Electron
pvarcone30T is defined as the sum of pT for all tracks with pT > 1 GeV and loose vertex association
within a varied-size cone of ∆R = min(0.3,10 GeV/pT) around the electron track direction. The
electron track is excluded in the pvarcone30T calculation. The BDT of PLV [67] uses tracks and
energy deposits in a cone around the electron direction and targets at separating prompt electrons
and non-prompt electrons from heavy-flavor quark decays. The requirements of the tight PLV
working point for electrons with pT > 20 GeV are summarized as follows:
pvarcone30T < 0.15× pT and −1.1 < PLV < max
(






A common problem for electrons is their electric charges could be misidentified either due to
an incorrect measurement of the track curvature or a wrong choice of the associated track. Most
charge misidentified electrons found in the ATLAS detector are due to the wrong choice of the
associated track since electrons interact with detector material, generate photons and electron-
position pairs, and the matching algorithm pick up the track with a wrong electric charge. Electron
Charge Identification Selector (ECIDS) [64] is a BDT discriminant score used to suppress the elec-
trons with a misidentified charge. The inputs of the BDT are electron ET and |η|, transverse impact
parameter multiplied by its charge (d0×q), average charge of matched tracks weighted by the hits
in the SCT (q̄SCT), energy and momentum ratio (E/p), and ∆φres. A cut of ECIDS > −0.337671
is recommended by the ATLAS CP groups [68]. For electrons with medium or tight identifica-
tion working point and tight isolation requirement found in Z → ee events, the efficiency of the
recommended ECIDS cut is around 98% while approximately 90% of electrons with misidentified
charges are removed.
There is an additional ambiguity-type variable, addAmbiguity [69], which is used to flag in-
ternal and material conversions that are missed due to conversions with radius r < 20 mm and
conversion vertices with loose track quality. The values of addAmbiguity are defined as follows:
addAmbiguity = −1 if no second track is found; addAmbiguity = 0 if a second track is found but
no conversion is found; addAmbiguity = 1 if an internal conversion is found; addAmbiguity = 2 if
a material conversion is found.
In the W±W±W∓ analysis, four types of electrons are defined and the selection criteria are listed
in Table 4.2. Signal electrons, also called ID (identified) electrons, have the tightest definition and
are likely prompt electrons. They need to pass basic kinematic requirement of pT > 20 GeV and
geometrical requirement of |η| < 2.47 and outside the crack region of 1.37 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.52 due to the
transition of EM barrel and end-cap calorimeters. Signal electrons also need to be produced from
the primary vertices by requiring the impact parameters with |d0/σd0 | < 5 and |z0 sin(θ)| < 0.5 mm.
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The tight working point is used for electron identification and the tight PLV working point is used
for electron isolation. Signal electrons need to have author = 1 so the objects are exclusively
reconstructed as electrons to suppress the photon conversion background. The photon conversion
background is thus further suppressed by requiring addAmbiguity ≤ 0. The recommended cut on
ECIDS are applied to suppress charge-misidentified electrons.
Selected Electrons
ID Anti-ID Anti-BL Veto
Reconstructed electron candidates
pT > 20 GeV > 7 GeV
|η| |η| < 1.37 or 1.52 < |η| < 2.47 < 2.47
|d0/σd0 | < 5 -
|z0 sin(θ)| < 0.5 mm -
Identification Tight Medium Tight + no b-layer Loose
Isolation TightPLV + ECIDS - TightPLV + ECIDS -
Ambiguity author = 1 and addAmbiguity ≤ 0 - -
Additional - !Signal - -
Table 4.2: Summary of electron types used.
Anti-ID (anti-identified) electrons are electrons that are likely to be non-prompt electrons and
are used in non-prompt background estimation described in Section 7.3. They do not have the
isolation and ECIDS requirements while the medium electron identification working point is re-
quired. Anti-ID electrons are also required to be orthogonal to signal electrons and have the same
requirements as signal electrons for pT, |η|, impact parameters, and ambiguity.
Anti-BL (anti-b-layer) electrons are electrons that are likely to be electrons from photon con-
version and are used in photon conversion background estimation described in Section 7.4. They
do not have the ambiguity requirement and the tight electron identification working point is re-
quired but without hits in the b-layer of the pixel detector. Anti-BL electrons are orthogonal to
signal electrons by construction and have the same requirements as signal electrons for pT, |η|,
impact parameters, electron isolation, and ECIDS.
Veto electrons are the loosest electrons in this analysis and are used to veto events with ad-
ditional electrons. They are required to have pT > 7 GeV, |η| < 2.47 and pass the loose electron
identification working point.
MC events with electrons need to be corrected for efficiencies to match with what is observed in
data. Based on the choice of electron identification and isolation working points as well as electron
trigger, reconstruction, identification, and isolation scale factors are provided by the ATLAS CP
groups and are included in the event weight calculation. The effects of ECIDS and tight PLV are
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combined as a single isolation scale factor.
4.4 Muons
Unlike electrons, muons can penetrate through the ATLAS detector and leave tracks in both the
inner detector and the muon spectrometer as well as characteristic energy deposits in the calorime-
ters. Muon reconstruction [70, 71] is performed with different strategies and leads to five types of
muons: combined muons, muon-spectrometer extrapolated muons, inside-out combined muons,
segment-tagged muons, and calorimeter-tagged muons.
Combined muons are the main type of muons used in the W±W±W∓ analysis. They are re-
constructed by matching independently-reconstructed tracks in the muon spectrometer to those in
the inner detector. A combined fit is then performed to update the tracks by taking in account
momenta of tracks in the inner detector and the muon spectrometer as well as energy losses in
the calorimeters. Silicon-associated forward muons are combined muons with |η| > 2.5 and they
are reconstructed by matching tracks found in the muon spectrometer with short track segments
formed from hits in the pixel detector and the SCT.
Muon-spectrometer extrapolated muons are reconstructed from extrapolating tracks in the
muon spectrometer without matching tracks in the inner detector. A fit with only tracks in the
muon spectrometer is then performed to determine the parameters of these muons. In this way,
muon reconstruction can be extended into the region of 2.5 < |η| < 2.7, where the inner detector is
not covered.
Inside-out combined muons are reconstructed from extrapolating tracks in the inner detector to
find hits in the muon spectrometer. A combined fit is performed with tracks in the inner detector
and hits found in the muon spectrometer. In this way, muons with limited muon spectrometer
coverage or low pT can be recovered.
Segment-tagged muons are reconstructed from extrapolating tracks in the inner detector to find
segments in the muon spectrometer. If at least one segment is found, a fit with only tracks in the
inner detector is performed to determine the parameters of these muons. This method can also be
used to recover muons with low pT or reduced acceptance in the muon spectrometer.
Calorimeter-tagged muons are reconstructed from extrapolating tracks in the inner detector
to find calorimeter energy deposits that are consistent with the minimum-ionizing signature of
muons. If energy deposits are found, a fit with only tracks in the inner detector is performed
to determine the parameters of these muons. While other types of muons can be reconstructed
with pT > 2 GeV, an increased muon pT threshold of 5 GeV is used for these muons due to high
background contamination at low pT. This method targets to reconstruct muons with |η| < 0.1 and
15 GeV < pT < 100 GeV.
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Figure 4.3: Muon reconstruction and identification efficiencies in data (filled dots) and MC (empty
dots) as a function of pT in J/ψ→ µ+µ− events (left) and η in Z → µµ events (right) for three
identification working points: loose (yellow), medium (red) and tight (blue) [71].
Muon identification [71] can further improve the purity of prompt muons and suppress back-
ground mainly light-flavor quark decays. It uses detailed hit information on layers of both the
inner detector and the muon spectrometer, track fit properties and variables related to the matching
between the inner detector and the muon spectrometer. The requirements are different for different
types of muons. There are three working points for most analyses: loose, medium, and tight. The
reconstruction and identification efficiencies and also the ratios between data and simulation for
the working points are shown in Figure 4.3. The tight working point has the purest prompt muons
but with the lowest efficiency, while the medium working point is the recommendation from the
ATLAS CP groups after considering the trade-off. Both medium and loose working points are used
in the W±W±W∓ analysis. There are also two additional working points for extreme cases, low pT
muons with pT ≈ 3 GeV and high pT muons with pT > 100 GeV.
Muon isolation [71] can be used to suppress background from heavy-flavor quark decays
with track and energy isolation variables. Similar to the electron isolation, the tight PLV work-
ing point [66] is also defined for muon isolation with cuts applied on the track isolation vari-
able pvarcone30T and the BDT discriminate PLV. Muon p
varcone30
T is defined as the sum of pT
for all tracks with pT > 1 GeV and loose vertex association within a varied-size cone of ∆R =
min(0.3,10 GeV/pT) around the muon track direction. The muon track is excluded in the pvarcone30T
calculation. The requirements of the tight PLV working point for muons with pT > 20 GeV are
summarized as follows:
pvarcone30T < 0.15× pT and −1.1 < PLV < max
(






Three types of muons are selected in the W±W±W∓ analysis and the selection criteria are listed
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in Table 4.3. Signal muons, also called ID muons, are the tightest muons and likely prompt muons.
They need to pass basic kinematic requirement of pT > 20 GeV and geometrical requirement of
|η| < 2.5. The muons also need to be produced from the primary vertices by requiring the impact
parameters with |d0/σd0 | < 3 and |z0 sin(θ)| < 0.5 mm. The medium working point is used for muon




pT > 20 GeV > 4.5 GeV
|η| < 2.5 < 2.7
|d0/σd0 | < 3 < 10 -
|z0 sin(θ)| < 0.5 mm -
Identification Medium Loose
Isolation TightPLV - -
Additional - !Signal -
Table 4.3: Summary of muon types used.
Anti-ID muons are muons that are likely to be non-prompt muons and are used in non-prompt
background estimation described in Section 7.3. They do not have the isolation requirement and the
d0 requirement is loosened to |d0/σd0 | < 10 while the z0 requirement is the same. Anti-ID muons
also need to be orthogonal to signal muons and have the same requirements as signal muons for
pT, |η|, and identification.
Veto muons are the loosest muons defined and are used to veto events with additional muons.
They are only required to have pT > 4.5 GeV, |η| < 2.7 and pass the loose muon identification
working point.
MC events with muons need to be corrected for efficiencies to match what is observed in
data. Based on the choice of muon identification and isolation working points, reconstruction and
isolation scale factors are provided by the ATLAS CP groups and are included in the event weight
calculation. The effect of muon identification and muon reconstruction is combined as a single
reconstruction scale factor. Since impact parameters are used in muon selection, there is also
another track-to-vertex-association scale factor provided to match data and used as another term in
the event weight product.
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4.5 Jets
Jets are defined as narrow cones of hadrons from the hadronization of quarks or gluons. Particle
flow jets are used in this analysis and jet reconstruction starts with applying the particle flow
algorithm [72] to tracks in the inner detector and topo-clusters in the calorimeters to remove double
counting of energy in these two detectors. Good-quality tracks are first sorted in descending order
in pT. Then the first track is matched to a single topo-cluster and the expected energy of the particle
is calculated from the track momentum and the topo-cluster position. After that, additional topo-
clusters are added if needed to recover full shower energy. The updated expected energy of the
particle is then subtracted from the topo-clusters matched to the track cell by cell. The remaining
energy in the cells or the matched topo-clusters after the subtraction is removed if it is consistent
with the expected shower fluctuation of a single particle. The procedure is repeated with other
selected tracks one-by-one and in the end, the remaining objects without overlaps in energies are
tracks, modified topo-clusters with parts of energies removed, and unchanged topo-clusters without
matched tracks.
Those surviving topo-clusters and selected tracks that are matched to the primary vertex are
then passed to the anti-kt algorithm [73] with the radius parameter R = 0.4. In the anti-kt algorithm,
a distance between an object i and the beam B (diB) and a distance between two objects i, j (di j)
are defined as follows:
diB = p−2T,i,









where pT,i and pT, j are the pT of objects i, j respectively, ∆Ri j is the separation of objects i, j in the
η−φ plane, and R is the radius parameter and R = 0.4 in ATLAS. If the minimum of all possible
distances for the object i is di j, these two objects i, j are merged and distances are recalculated.
If the minimum of all possible distances for the object i is diB, the object i is defined as a jet and
is removed from the input set of objects. This procedure is repeated until there are no remaining
objects in the input set and jets are reconstructed.
Jet energy scale calibration [72, 74] is then performed for those reconstructed particle flow jets.
First, the origins of jets are corrected by recalculating jet momenta to point to the primary vertices
instead of the detector center without affecting jet energy. Then, the jets are corrected from pileup.
A jet area-based pileup subtraction is applied as a function of the transverse energy density times
the jet area (ρ×A), and the residual pileup is corrected as a function of the number of vertices NPV
and the number of pileup collisions in a bunch crossing µ derived from the MC. After that, the
jet momentum is calibrated to the particle-level energy based on the MC, and η is corrected from
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the effect due to cracks in the calorimeters. Next is the global sequential calibration which is used
to reduce energy leakage effects and flavor dependence with variables from the calorimeters, the
muon spectrometer, and tracks. In the end, a residual in situ calibration is applied only to data to
account for differences between data and the MC from previous steps by comparing pT and η of
other well-measured reference jets in dijet, Z/γ∗+jet and multi-jet events.
Jet cleaning [75] is needed to remove background jets from non-collision processes. Since
background jets can influence calculations of other objects in the event such as EmissT , the event is
discarded if it contains a background jet. In this analysis, the default loose working point is used
following the recommendation from the ATLAS CP groups.
Jet Vertex Tagger (JVT) [76, 77] is applied on jet to further suppress jets likely to be arising
from the pileup collisions. It is a discriminate based on a k-nearest-neighbor algorithm which
calculates the fraction of the jet energy due to tracks originating from the primary vertex. In this
analysis, the default tight working point is used which requires JVT > 0.5 for jets with |η| < 2.4 and
20 GeV < pT < 60 GeV.
The bottom quark has a relatively long lifetime of approximately 10−12 s so that it can travel a
short distance before decaying. This special characteristic can be used to separate b-jets from jets
from other flavor quark decays, which is called b-tagging. In this analysis, a high-level b-tagging
discriminant DL1r [78, 79] is applied for jets within the coverage of the inner detector, |η| < 2.5.
DL1r is based on a deep feed-forward neural network with inputs from jet kinematics, pT and η,
as well as outputs from several low-level b-tagging discriminants including the IP3D tagger based
on impact parameters of tracks in b-jets, the SV1 tagger that reconstructs secondary vertices in
jets, the JetFitter that reconstructs topological b-jet decay, and the RNNIP tagger that is based on a
recurrent neural network which is used to learn dependencies of tracks in the same jet. There are
four working points with different b-jet efficiencies provided by the ATLAS CP groups for DL1r:
60%, 70%, 77%, and 85%. The 85% working point is used for this analysis to have the highest
b-jet efficiency so that b-jet veto is powerful enough to suppress the large non-prompt background
from b-jets.
There are three types of jets used in this analysis and the requirements of those jets are listed
in Table 4.4. In most cases, jets used in this analysis are referred to central jets with |η| < 2.5. The
jet-related variables such as the number of jets are defined only based on the number of central
jets if otherwise specified. In addition to the η requirement, the central jets also need to have
pT > 20 GeV and pass the tight JVT working point.
b-jets are a subset of central jets that pass the 85% b-tagging working point for the DL1r tagger.
They are used to veto events containing b-jets to suppress non-prompt background or to create CRs
to estimate non-prompt background, which is described in details in Section 7.3.
Forward jets are defined as jets with |η| ≥ 2.5 and they are only used as an input of the BDT to
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Selected Jets
Central jets (jets) b-jets Forward jets
Reconstructed anti-kt (R = 0.4) particle flow jet candidates
pT > 20 GeV > 30 GeV
|η| < 2.5 2.5 ≤ |η| < 4.5
JVT Tight -
b-tagging - DL1r@85% -
Table 4.4: Summary of jet selection criteria used.
further separate signal and background in the SRs. A tighter pT cut of pT > 30 GeV is required for
forward jets due to larger background contamination in the forward region. There is also an upper
limit on the jet η with |η| < 4.5 due to the acceptance of the hadronic calorimeters in ATLAS.
MC events with jets need to be corrected for b-tagging and JVT efficiencies to match with what
is observed in data. The b-tagging and JVT scale factors provided by the ATLAS CP groups are
used in the calculation of the event weight.
4.6 Missing Transverse Momentum
Missing transverse momentum (EmissT ) is defined as the momentum not detected in the transverse
plane. It is due to the presence of particles that do not interact with the detector such as neutrinos.
Since the initial momentum is unknown along the z direction, EmissT is only calculated in the trans-
verse plane. From the conservation of momentum and the total momentum x and y components are
zero before the collision, EmissT can be calculated as the negative vector sum of transverse momenta













(Emissx )2 + (Emissy )2. The EmissT hard terms are reconstructed objects
which are electrons, muons, and jets used in this analysis. The EmissT soft terms are detector signals
not matched to these reconstructed objects. Since this analysis uses particle flow jets, the soft
terms are based on charged particle flow tracks that are not matched to any reconstructed objects
and come from the primary vertex.
An object-based EmissT significance [81] is also used for this analysis. The E
miss
T significance is
defined to test the hypothesis of EmissT coming from invisible particles against energy fluctuations
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where pinvT is the total momentum of invisible particles and the likelihood function L takes into
account expected resolutions of all hard terms and variance for soft terms to account for neutral
particles.
4.7 Overlap Removal
Overlap removal [82] is performed to remove duplicated reconstructions with the same physics
object. The standard working point is used and the details are summarized in Table 4.5. There are
four types of overlap removals: e/e, e/µ, e/jet, and µ/jet.
Reject Keep Criteria
electron electron shared track, pT(e1) < pT(e2)
muon electron calorimeter-tagged muon and shared track
electron muon shared track
jet electron ∆R < 0.2
electron jet ∆R < 0.4
jet muon NTrack < 3 and (ghost-associated or ∆R < 0.2)
muon jet ∆R < 0.4
Table 4.5: Summary of the standard overlap removal working point. Steps performed in listed
order and only surviving objects participate in subsequent steps.
First, electrons are required not to share tracks and if two electrons have a shared track, the one
with a lower pT is discarded.
Second, electrons and muons are required not to have shared tracks. If an electron shares the
same track with a muon in the inner detector, the muon is discarded if it is a calorimeter-tagged
muon because the muon is likely formed from energy deposits of the electron in the calorimeter;
otherwise, the electron is discarded since muons can radiate photons which can be converted into
electron-positron pairs.
If a jet is within ∆R < 0.2 from an electron, the jet is discarded since it is likely that the jet is
misreconstructed from the electron energy deposit. If the separation is 0.2 ≤ ∆R < 0.4, the electron
is discarded since this could be a typical signature of a jet decay.
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After that, a jet with less than three associated tracks is discarded if overlapping with a muon
within ∆R < 0.2 or ghost-associated to a muon since the jet is likely due to energy deposits left by
the muon. If the separation is ∆R < 0.4, the muon is discarded since the muon is likely due to a jet
decay or a jet that punches through the calorimeters.
4.8 Triggers
As mentioned in Section 3.2.6, it is impossible to store all collision data and triggers must be
used to select events of physics interest. Due to the characteristics of the final products in the
W±W±W∓ analysis, unprescaled single electron and muon triggers in the HLT are used and they
are summarized in Table 4.6.
There is a change in the trigger menu between 2015 and 2016-2018 as the instantaneous lu-
minosity of the LHC increased significantly and the requirements on triggers must be tightened to
keep the designed record rate. Events used in this analysis must pass one of the triggers in the list
and at least one of the selected electrons or muons needs to match the trigger-level object that fires
the trigger except for the trigger HLT e300 etcut. An additional trigger scale factor provided by
the ATLAS CP groups is applied on MC events to match the trigger efficiency we had in data.
Data year Electron triggers Muon triggers
2015
HLT e24 lhmedium L1EM20VH HLT mu20 iloose L1MU15
HLT e60 lhmedium HLT mu50
HLT e120 lhloose
2016 - 2018
HLT e26 lhtight nod0 ivarloose HLT mu26 ivarmedium
HLT e60 lhmedium nod0 HLT mu50
HLT e140 lhloose nod0
HLT e300 etcut
Table 4.6: List of triggers used.
The naming of the triggers is based on the requirements to pass those triggers and all triggers
are HLT mentioned in Section 3.2.6. As for the electron triggers [52, 83], each of them has a
requirement on the electron ET, such as ET > 24 GeV (e24), 26 GeV (e26), 60 GeV (e60), 120 GeV
(e120), 140 GeV (e140) or 300 GeV (e300). The triggers also require electrons passing a likelihood
discriminant with four working points: very loose (lhvloose), loose (lhloose), medium (lhmedium)
and tight (lhtight). There are some additional requirements for some electron triggers: the trigger
that is alternatively seeded by the EM cluster in the L1Calo with ET > 20 GeV and an hadronic
veto which depends on the η-varied ET threshold (L1EM20VH); the trigger that satisfies the loose-
track-only isolation (ivarloose); the trigger that does not include the transverse impact parameter
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d0 in the likelihood calculation (nod0); and the trigger that has the ET requirement but no tracking
requirements (etcut).
Similarly, the muon trigger [52, 84] requirements are also encoded in its name. Each trigger
needs to have a requirement on the muon pT, such as pT > 20 GeV (mu20), 26 GeV (mu26)
or 50 GeV (mu50). Some triggers need to satisfy loose (iloose) or medium (ivarmedium) track
isolation working point. Some triggers have an alternative seed, for example a L1Muon trigger
with pT > 15 GeV (L1MU15).
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CHAPTER 5
Data and Monte Carlo Samples
5.1 Data
This analysis uses the pp collision data taken by the ATLAS detector at
√
s = 13 TeV from 2015
to 2018, which corresponds to the full Run 2 dataset. Events are required to be on the Good
Run List (GRL) which is a list of good lumi-blocks (about 1-2 minutes of data taking). Lumi-
blocks not on the GRL are affected by various detector problems and thus all events in these lumi-
blocks are removed. Additionally, some events in the good lumi-blocks may be recorded when
the LAr system, the tile calorimeter, or the SCT is not fully functional or some event information
due to detector problems is missing, while other events in these lumi-blocks are fine. Instead of
discarding all events in these lumi-blocks, an event cleaning is performed for data after passing
the GRL to only remove those problematic events. The total integrated luminosity of the full
Run 2 dataset after the cleaning is 139 fb−1 with an uncertainty of 1.7% [85], obtained using the
upgraded Luminosity Cherenkov Integrating Detector (LUCID), LUCID-2 detector [86], for the
primary luminosity measurements.
5.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
5.2.1 Event generation and simulation
MC is used to simulate both signal and some background processes. The MC samples can be
generated in four steps. The fist step is generating Parton Distribution Function (PDF). The pp
collisions in fact are collisions of partons (quarks and gluons in protons). The PDF f hA(x,µ
2
f )
describes the probability of finding a certain type of parton A with four-momentum fraction x
inside a hadron h at a factorization scale µf which is defined as the energy scale for the boundary
between short-distance hard partonic process and long-distance physics from hadronization.
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The second step is generating matrix elements. The matrix elements include hard scattering
processes generated from parton interactions, such as the W±W±W∓ production from quarks as
well as the leptonic and hadronic decays of the W bosons. Additionally, initial and final state radi-
ations, which are defined as the radiations of photons or gluons from initial or final state partons,
can also be included in the matrix elements. The matrix elements are calculated with numerical
integration using MC event generator such as SHERPA [87], MADGRAPH [88] and POWHEG [89–
92] (Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) in QCD in most cases) based on the PDF. Since loop diagrams
are included in the matrix elements, renormalization is performed with a renormalization scale µr
which is the cut-off mass set for the loop momentum and the contributions from the momentum
higher than µr are killed.
The third step is generating parton shower. The parton shower includes jet fragmentation and
hadronization, initial and final state radiation (mostly for soft and collinear particles), and under-
lying event. The jet fragmentation and hadronization generate hadronic jets from the final state
partons in the matrix elements. The underlying event includes interactions of proton remnants
from the pp collisions. Parton shower is simulated using MC event generator such as SHERPA,
PYTHIA [93] and HERWIG [94, 95] based on the PDF with an underlying event tune which is
used to estimate underlying event by fitting to previous collider data. A resummation scale µq is
defined in parton shower as an upper cutoff scale for the parton shower evolution. However, due
to the overlap of parton shower and matrix elements in initial and final state radiations, a merging
scheme is used to remove the overlap with a merging scale in general. Matrix elements are used
for radiations above the merging scale while parton shower is used for those below the merging
scale.
The last step is simulating the detector response. For the ATLAS detector, GEANT 4 [96] is
used for the simulation and the MC output format is the same as that for data.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, MC-simulated events were produced with three campaigns to
match the pileup profiles observed in data taken in different time periods. Events generated in
each MC campaign also need to be scaled to the integrated luminosity of the data taken in the





where σ is the production cross section of the specific physics process that the MC simulates, ηfilter
is the filter efficiency for the filters used in the MC generation to enhance a certain final state, k is
the k-factor representing the correction from LO to NLO in most cases, L is the integrated lumi-
nosity of the data, and weight is the event weight assigned by the MC generator when producing
the event. The final MC event weight that used in the comparison with data is a product of differ-
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ent scale factors not only from luminosity scaling but also from pileup, triggers, b-tagging, JVT,
electron reconstruction, electron identification, election isolation, muon reconstruction, muon iso-
lation, and muon track-to-vertex-association based on objects found in each event, as mentioned in
Chapter 4.
5.2.2 MC Samples
There are three types of MC samples based on their usages in this analysis: signal MC samples for
the signal processes, prompt background MC samples for the prompt background processes de-
fined in Section 7.1, and data-driven background MC samples for subtracting various backgrounds
in the data-driven estimations described in Sections 7.3 and 7.4 and for estimating data-driven
background systematic uncertainties described in Section 9.2.2. All MC samples used in this anal-
ysis are listed in Table 5.1. In addition, this table summarizes the decay mode, category, matrix
element calculation and parton shower generators, as well as QCD accuracy and PDF used for each
physics process.
5.2.2.1 Signal Samples
As mentioned in Chapter 1, both WWW and WH → WWW are considered as signal processes.
On-shell WWW production is simulated with SHERPA 2.2.2 at NLO in QCD using OPENLOOPS
1 library [97–99] and at LO in QCD for up to two additional partons for the fully-leptonic decay
and up to three additional partons for the SS semi-leptonic decay. The NNPDF3.0NNLO PDF
set [100] is used. Parton shower is performed using the default SHERPA tune set by the SHERPA
authors and merged with the matrix element calculations based on the Catani-Seymour dipole
factorization [101, 102] using the MEPS@NLO prescription [103–106]. The PDF, parton shower,
and merging scheme are the same for all SHERPA samples used in this analysis.
On-shell WH process with one additional jet is simulated with POWHEG-BOX 2 at NLO in
QCD using the MiNLO prescription [107] for both fully-leptonic and SS semi-leptonic final states,
and NNPDF3.0NLO is the PDF used for the matrix element calculation. PYTHIA 8 is used for
parton shower with the AZNLO tune [108] and the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [109]. The MC cross section
is normalized to the production cross section calculated at Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO)
in QCD and NLO in electroweak correction.
5.2.2.2 Background Samples
As for background MC samples, diboson processes including WZ, ZZ, and OS WW are simulated
off-shell with SHERPA 2.2.2 for the fully-leptonic final states and on-shell with SHERPA 2.2.1
for the semi-leptonic final states. Matrix elements are calculated at NLO in QCD for up to one
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additional parton and at LO for up to three additional partons. The loop-induced processes gg→ ZZ
or WW are also included and simulated with SHERPA 2.2.2 at LO in QCD for up to one additional
parton. Electroweak productions of diboson with two jets are calculated at LO in QCD and the
sixth order of the electroweak coupling αEW , O(α6EW).
SS WW production with two jets is simulated with SHERPA 2.2.2 at LO in QCD for up to one
additional parton for both QCD production at O(α4EW) and electroweak production at O(α
6
EW).
The WWW contribution in the electroweak SS WW process has been removed to avoid double
counting.
Other triboson productions such as WWZ, WZZ, and ZZZ with fully-leptonic decays are simu-
lated on-shell with SHERPA 2.2.2 using factorized gauge boson decays at NLO in QCD. VVV j and
VVV j j (V = W,Z) are also included in the matrix element calculation at LO. The semi-leptonic
decays of triboson productions are included in the diboson electroweak productions and thus there
is no need to include them again.
Rare top-quark MC samples used in this analysis are tt̄V (V = W,Z), tt̄H and tZ. tt̄V samples
are generated with MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO 2.3.3 at NLO in QCD using the NNPDF3.0NLO
PDF set. tt̄H samples are modeled with POWHEG-BOX 2 at NLO in QCD and the NNPDF3.0NLO
PDF set. tZ sample uses MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO 2.3.3 at LO in QCD nd the NNPDF3.0LO
PDF set. All samples use PYTHIA 8 for parton shower with the A14 tune [110] and NNPDF2.3LO.
Other top-quark processes including tt̄ and single top are generated with POWHEG-BOX 2 at
NLO in QCD and the NNPDF3.0NLO PDF set. PYTHIA 8 is used for parton shower with A14
tune and NNPDF2.3LO. The diagram removal scheme [111] is performed for the Wt channel in
the single top production to avoid overlapping with tt̄.
Vγ (V = W,Z) samples are modeled using SHERPA 2.2.8 at NLO in QCD for up to one addi-
tional parton and LO in QCD for up to three additional partons.
V+jets (V = W,Z) samples are modeled using SHERPA 2.2.1 at NLO in QCD for up to two
additional partons and LO in QCD for up to four additional partons. The overlap between Vγ and




Category Generator Accuracy PDF
Final State
WWW
`ν`ν`ν Signal SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@NLO+1,2j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
`ν`ν j j(SS) Signal SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@NLO+1,2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
WH
`ν`ν`ν(H→WW) Signal POWHEG+PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
`ν`ν j j(SS,H→WW) Signal POWHEG+PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
WZ
```ν Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0,1j@NLO+2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
```ν j j(α6EW) Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
W → j j + Z→ `` DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.1 0,1j@NLO+2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
W → `ν+ Z→ j j DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.1 0,1j@NLO+2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
ZZ
```` Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0,1j@NLO+2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
```` j j(α6EW) Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
gg→ ```` Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0,1j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
Z→ ``+ Z→ j j DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.1 0,1j@NLO+2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
SS WW
`ν`ν j j(SS) Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0,1j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
`ν`ν j j(SS,α6EW) Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0,1j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
OS WW
`ν`ν DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.2 0,1j@NLO+2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
`ν`ν j j(α6EW) DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
gg→ `ν`ν DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.2 0,1j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
`ν j j DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.1 0,1j@NLO+2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
VVV
WWZ→ ```ν`ν Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@NLO+1,2j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
WWZ→ `ν`ννν DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@NLO+1,2j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
WZZ→ ```ννν Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@NLO+1,2j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
ZZZ→ ````νν Prompt SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@NLO+1,2j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
ZZZ→ ``νννν DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.2 0j@NLO+1,2j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
tt̄W Inclusive Prompt aMC@NLO +PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
tt̄Z Z→ `` Prompt aMC@NLO +PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
tt̄H
tt̄→ `+jets Prompt POWHEG+PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
tt̄→ ``+jets Prompt POWHEG+PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
tZ ≥ 1`+jets Prompt aMC@NLO +PYTHIA 8 LO NNPDF3.0LO
SingleTop
s-channel DataDriven POWHEG+PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
t-channel DataDriven POWHEG+PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
Wt-channel DataDriven POWHEG+PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
tt̄ ≥ 1`+jets DataDriven POWHEG+PYTHIA 8 NLO NNPDF3.0NLO
Zγ Z→ `` DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.8 0,1j@NLO+2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
Wγ W → `ν DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.8 0,1j@NLO+2,3j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
Z + jets Z→ `` DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.1 0,1,2j@NLO+3,4j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
W+ jets W → `ν DataDriven SHERPA 2.2.1 0,1,2j@NLO+3,4j@LO NNPDF3.0NNLO
Table 5.1: Summary of all MC samples used in the W±W±W∓ analysis. ` stands for leptons





After selecting objects in the data and MC samples, preselection cuts are applied at the event level
for all regions. Those cuts have already been explained in Chapters 4 and 5, and can be summarized
as follows:
• Passing the GRL for data only, mentioned in Section 5.1;
• Requiring a primary vertex in the event, mentioned in Section 4.2;
• Passing event cleaning criteria for data only, mentioned in Section 5.1;
• Passing jet cleaning criteria, mentioned in Section 4.5;
• Passing trigger selection and trigger matching, mentioned in Section 4.8.
6.2 `±ν`±ν j j Signal Region
In the `±ν`±ν j j SR, two W bosons decay leptonically while the third one decays hadronically.
Event-level cuts for the `±ν`±ν j j SR after the preselection are summarized in Table 6.1 under the
`±ν`±ν j j SR column. In order to reduce the contributions from physics processes with two OS
leptons, the two leptons are required to be SS. Based on the lepton flavor, there are three channels
considered: ee, eµ, and µµ. Note that for the simplicity, leptonically-decayed tau τlep is treated
as e or µ depending on the tau decay products while hadronically-decayed tau τhad is treated as
a jet at the analysis level. Events are vetoed if there is a third veto lepton (veto electron or veto
muon defined in Sections 4.3 and 4.4) to reduce the WZ background. The leading lepton must have
pT > 27 GeV to satisfy the requirement of triggers. The dilepton invariant mass, m``, is required
to be between 40 GeV and 400 GeV for all channels and the Z mass window between 80 GeV
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and 100 GeV is excluded only in the ee channel to reduce charge flip background that containing
a leptonically-decayed Z boson.
At least two jets are required in the SR since the third W boson decays hadronically. Events
must not have any b-jet to reduce the contributions from top quark processes. Dijet variables, the
pseudorapidity difference ∆η j j and the invariant mass m j j of the two leading jets, are required to
have |∆η j j| < 1.5 and m j j < 160 GeV to reduce VBS processes such as SS WW electroweak and
QCD production. EmissT significance is required to be larger than 3 in the ee channel to further
reduce the contributions from the Drell-Yan process.
In addition, MC samples used for the prompt background estimations are required to pass a
truth-level cut [113] to avoid double counting with data-driven background estimations. For each
event, the two leptons selected are required to be prompt at the truth level.
6.3 `±ν`±ν`∓ν Signal Region
In the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR, all three W bosons are decayed leptonically. The cuts applied are looser
than the `±ν`±ν j j SR due to less background contamination expected. Event-level cuts for the
`±ν`±ν`∓ν SR after the preselection are summarized in Table 6.1 under the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR column.
The sum of the charges of three leptons is required to be ±1. In order to reduce the Z-related
process, events are required to have no SFOS lepton pair, and only eeµ and µµe channels are
selected. The leading lepton pT must be greater than 27 GeV due to the requirement of the triggers
used. The event is vetoed if there is a fourth veto lepton in order to reduce ZZ background. Events
are also vetoed if there is any b-jet in order to reduce top processes contribution.
Similar to the `±ν`±ν j j SR, MC samples used for prompt background estimations are also
required to pass a truth-level cut. For each event, the three leptons selected are required to be
prompt at the truth level.
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`±ν`±ν j j SR `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR
Channel ee eµ µµ eeµ µµe
Nlepton = 2 = 3
Veto lepton veto 3rd lepton veto 4th lepton
pT(`1) > 27 GeV




40 < m`` ≤ 80 GeV 40 < m`` < 400 GeV -100 ≤ m`` < 400 GeV
Nb-jet = 0
Njet ≥ 2 -
|∆η j j| < 1.5 -
m j j < 160 GeV -
EmissT sig > 3 - -
Table 6.1: List of event-level selection cuts used in the SRs. Channel is defined by lepton flavor
in the regions. Nlepton stands for the number of leptons. Veto lepton is veto electron or veto muon.
pT(`1) is the pT of the leading lepton. q` stands for the lepton charge. m`` is the invariant mass of
two leptons. Nb-jet is number of b-jets. Njet is number of jets. |∆η j j| is the pseudorapidity difference








Besides the W±W±W∓ signal process, other SM processes can also have similar final states and
thus pass the requirements in the `±ν`±ν j j and `±ν`±ν`∓ν SRs. The SM background processes can
be summarized into four major categories: prompt background, non-prompt background, photon
conversion background, and charge-flip background.
The prompt background is referred to those processes that have two SS leptons or three leptons
without a SFOS lepton pair at the truth level. This is the largest background in this analysis and
can be reduced by vetoing the presence of the third or forth veto lepton and cuts on m j j and
∆η j j in the `±ν`±ν j j SR. The left-over prompt background mainly comes from processes with
additional prompt leptons not detected or not reconstructed. The background is estimated using
the MC samples listed in Table 5.1 under the “prompt” category and it includes WZ, ZZ, SS WW,
VVV(WWZ,WZZ,ZZZ), tt̄V(V = W,Z), tt̄H, and tZ processes. WZ is the dominate component of
the prompt background and details of the WZ background estimation are explained in Section 7.2.
The non-prompt background is defined as processes with leptons from jet decays. This is
the second-largest background in this analysis. A data-driven non-prompt rate method is used to
estimate this background in the SRs. Physics processes that contribute to this background mainly
come from tt̄ process dominated by heavy-flavor jet decays, and can also come from the W+ jets
process dominated by light-flavor jet decays in the `±ν`±ν j j SR. The background has been reduced
significantly by the tight PLV electron and muon isolation working points and the b-jet veto with
the highest b-tagging efficiency working point (85%) of the DL1r tagger. The details of non-
prompt background modeling are documented in Section 7.3 and “NonPrompt” is used to indicate
this background in plots and tables.
The photon conversion background includes Wγ and Zγ processes where photons are misre-
constructed as electrons. This is another major background in the `±ν`±ν j j SR. Cuts are applied
on the values of the electron author variable and the addAmbiguity variable to reduce this back-
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ground. This photon conversion background is estimated using a data-driven photon conversion
rate method which is similar to the non-prompt rate method. The details of the photon conver-
sion background modeling are included in Section 7.4 and “PhotonConv” is used to indicate this
background in plots and tables.
The charge-flip background is the background with an electron having its electric charge
misidentified. The muon charge can also be wrongly measured but the contribution is negligi-
ble and thus is ignored in this analysis. The background can come from OS processes such as
Z + jets, tt̄ or OS WW, and the OS lepton pair is reconstructed as a SS pair after the charge of one
electron is flipped. This is a minor background due to the ECIDS requirement and cuts applied on
the EmissT significance and m`` in the ee channel of the `
±ν`±ν j j SR. A fully data-driven method
is used to estimate this background. The details of the charge-flip background are explained in
Section 7.5 and “ChargeFlip” is used to indicate this background in plots and tables.
Several dedicated CRs and VRs are defined to study the modeling of each background. Selec-
tion criteria used for these regions after the preselection are summarized in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 and
compared with those used for the `±ν`±ν j j and `±ν`±ν`∓ν SRs. These regions are orthogonal to
the SRs by construction except for the charge-flip CR and the W sideband CR. The charge-flip CR
is a very loose region to calculate the charge-flip rate and has a small overlap with the `±ν`±ν j j
SR. It is dominated by the Z + jets process and the signal contribution is negligible in this region.
The W sideband CR is used to check the overall background modeling and the `±ν`±ν j j SR is thus
partially unblinded. The signal contribution is small since the two leading jets from signal events
are expected from the decay of a W boson and thus the m j j should be around the W boson mass
window.
`±ν`±ν j j SR W sideband CR `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR Z window VR Charge-flip CR
Channel ee, eµ, µµ ee
Nlepton = 2
Veto lepton veto 3rd lepton
pT(`1) > 27 GeV
q` SS -
m`` 40 < m`` < 400 GeV, exclude 80 < m`` < 100 GeV in ee only 80 < m`` < 100 GeV 60 < m`` < 120 GeV
Nb-jet = 0 = 1 = 0 -
Njet ≥ 2 -
|∆η j j| < 1.5 - < 1.5 -
m j j < 160 GeV
≤ 50 GeV,
- < 160 GeV -
120 ≤ m j j < 160 GeV
EmissT sig > 3 in ee only - - -
Table 7.1: List of the event-level selection cuts used in the regions with two leptons. The definitions
of the symbols are the same as those in Table 6.1.
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`±ν`±ν`∓ν SR `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR WZ01 j CR WZ2 j CR Zγ CR
Channel eeµ, µµe eee, eeµ, µµe, µµµ eee, µµe
Nlepton = 3
Veto lepton veto 4th lepton





q` = ±1 SFOS
m`` (SFOS) - < 70 or > 110 GeV or no SFOS - - -
m``` - - > 110 GeV 80 < m``` < 100 GeV
Nb-jet = 0 = 1 = 0
Njet - - < 2 ≥ 2 -
EmissT sig - - > 3 -
Table 7.2: List of the event-level selection cuts used in the regions with three leptons. m`` (SFOS)
is the invariant mass of the SFOS lepton pair. m``` is the invariant mass of three leptons. Other
symbols have the same definitions as those in Table 6.1.
7.2 WZ Background
WZ background is the dominant background in this analysis and MC simulation is used to estimate
its contribution. The WZ+jets events can pass the `±ν`±ν j j SR selection criteria if one of the two
leptons in the Z boson decay is not reconstructed while the other one forms a SS lepton pair
with the lepton from the W boson decay. In the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR, the Z boson in the WZ process
decays into two taus and one tau decays into an electron while the other one decays into a muon.
There is no SFOS lepton pair if the Same-Flavor (SF) leptons from the W and Z decays are SS.
Due to different numbers of jets in the `±ν`±ν j j and `±ν`±ν`∓ν SRs, two dedicated CRs, WZ01 j
CR and WZ2 j CR, are defined to study the modeling of WZ+jets production. The event-level
cuts after the preselection for these two CRs are list in Table 7.2. They are the same as the cuts
applied on the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR except the lepton flavor, lepton charge, trilepton invariant mass m```,
and EmissT significance. All combinations of lepton flavor are included and a SFOS lepton pair is
required together with a EmissT significance > 3 to reconstruct the WZ events. The requirement of
m``` > 110 GeV is used to suppress Drell-Yan events and ensures the orthogonality to the Zγ CR
which is used to estimate photon conversion rate and described in Section 7.4. Additionally, less
than two jets and at least two jets are required in the WZ01 j CR and the WZ2 j CR respectively, as
indicated by their names.
The event yields in these two CRs are shown in Tables 7.3 and 7.4. The distributions of number
of jets, m```, and EmissT significance are shown in Figure 7.1. Compared to the data, the MC
prediction is slightly underestimated in the WZ01 j CR while clearly overestimated in the WZ2 j
CR as indicated in these plots and tables. Therefore, two WZ normalization factors, µWZ01 j and
µWZ2 j, are derived based from the fit in the WZ01 j CR and the WZ2 j CR described in Section 10.2.
The WZ normalization factors obtained in Section 10.2 are then applied back to the WZ CRs
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eee eeµ µµe µµµ Inclusive
WWW 2.14 ± 0.10 5.64 ± 0.20 7.19 ± 0.18 5.00 ± 0.15 19.97 ± 0.33
WH 1.58 ± 0.01 4.09 ± 0.02 5.62 ± 0.03 3.77 ± 0.02 15.07 ± 0.04
WZ 1018.4 ± 9.2 1493 ± 10 1970 ± 14 2831 ± 12 7312 ± 23
NonPrompt 8.30 ± 0.57 17.36 ± 0.72 20.05 ± 0.73 28.38 ± 0.84 74.1 ± 1.4
PhotonConv 19.3 ± 3.8 8.9 ± 3.0 34.6 ± 4.3 - 62.8 ± 6.4
ZZ 37.56 ± 0.61 70.11 ± 0.84 75.1 ± 1.2 144.1 ± 1.3 326.9 ± 2.1
VVV 2.03 ± 0.04 2.84 ± 0.05 3.71 ± 0.06 4.74 ± 0.07 13.32 ± 0.11
tt̄W 0.41 ± 0.05 1.12 ± 0.09 1.36 ± 0.10 0.98 ± 0.08 3.87 ± 0.16
tt̄Z 0.64 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.06 1.18 ± 0.07 1.48 ± 0.08 4.16 ± 0.13
tt̄H 0.05 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.02
tZ 3.16 ± 0.18 3.77 ± 0.20 5.13 ± 0.23 7.14 ± 0.27 19.21 ± 0.44
Total 1094 ± 10 1608 ± 11 2124 ± 15 3027 ± 13 7852 ± 24
Data 1175 1641 2279 3193 8288
Table 7.3: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and estimated SM processes in the
WZ01 j CR. The normalization scale factors for the WZ process are not applied in this table.
eee eeµ µµe µµµ Inclusive
WWW 0.86 ± 0.06 2.65 ± 0.11 3.27 ± 0.12 1.90 ± 0.10 8.68 ± 0.21
WH 0.34 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 1.19 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 3.21 ± 0.02
WZ 416.3 ± 2.4 571.5 ± 2.9 762.1 ± 3.6 1038.2 ± 4.2 2788.0 ± 6.7
NonPrompt 2.18 ± 0.33 7.18 ± 0.45 7.72 ± 0.46 10.26 ± 0.46 27.34 ± 0.86
PhotonConv 8.1 ± 2.4 1.5 ± 1.6 8.1 ± 2.2 - 17.7 ± 3.6
ZZ 13.37 ± 0.27 17.81 ± 0.27 27.11 ± 0.38 36.67 ± 0.44 94.95 ± 0.70
VVV 1.22 ± 0.03 1.72 ± 0.04 2.17 ± 0.05 2.67 ± 0.05 7.78 ± 0.09
tt̄W 0.57 ± 0.07 1.37 ± 0.11 1.86 ± 0.13 1.44 ± 0.11 5.23 ± 0.21
tt̄Z 4.80 ± 0.16 6.82 ± 0.19 8.34 ± 0.21 10.23 ± 0.24 30.20 ± 0.40
tt̄H 0.28 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.03 0.65 ± 0.03 2.44 ± 0.05
tZ 2.21 ± 0.15 2.88 ± 0.17 4.29 ± 0.21 5.18 ± 0.23 14.56 ± 0.38
Total 450.2 ± 3.4 615.0 ± 3.4 827.0 ± 4.3 1108.0 ± 4.3 3000.1 ± 7.7
Data 395 539 689 902 2525
Table 7.4: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and estimated SM processes in the
WZ2 j CR. The normalization scale factors for the WZ process are not applied in this table.
to check again the modeling of the WZ production. The event yields in these two CRs are shown
in Tables 7.5 and 7.6. The distributions of number of jets, m```, EmissT significance ratio (defined
as 10×EmissT Significance/E
miss
T ), and third lepton pT in the WZ01 j CR are shown in Figure 7.2.
The distributions of the number of jets , m j j, EmissT significance, and leading forward jet pT in
the WZ2 j CR are shown in Figure 7.3. The distributions of those variables in each channel are
attached in Appendices A.1 and A.2 for the WZ01 j CR and the WZ2 j CR respectively. Note that
only statistical uncertainties of the MC predictions and data are included for tables and plots. Good
agreement between the data and simulation is achieved within uncertainties. All plots and tables
after this section have the WZ normalization factors applied by default otherwise specified.
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Figure 7.1: The number of jets (top), m``` (middle), and EmissT significance (bottom) distributions
with statistical uncertainties in the WZ01 j CR (left) and WZ2 j CR (right). The normalization scale
factors for the WZ process are not applied in these plots.
eee eeµ µµe µµµ Inclusive
WWW 2.14 ± 0.10 5.64 ± 0.20 7.19 ± 0.18 5.00 ± 0.15 19.97 ± 0.33
WH 1.58 ± 0.01 4.09 ± 0.02 5.62 ± 0.03 3.77 ± 0.02 15.07 ± 0.04
WZ 1071.3 ± 9.6 1571 ± 11 2072 ± 15 2978 ± 13 7692 ± 24
NonPrompt 8.54 ± 0.65 17.58 ± 0.78 20.94 ± 0.81 28.87 ± 0.87 75.9 ± 1.6
PhotonConv 18.7 ± 3.8 8.3 ± 3.0 34.4 ± 4.3 - 61.4 ± 6.5
ZZ 37.56 ± 0.61 70.11 ± 0.84 75.1 ± 1.2 144.1 ± 1.3 326.9 ± 2.1
VVV 2.03 ± 0.04 2.84 ± 0.05 3.71 ± 0.06 4.74 ± 0.07 13.32 ± 0.11
tt̄W 0.41 ± 0.05 1.12 ± 0.09 1.36 ± 0.10 0.98 ± 0.08 3.87 ± 0.16
tt̄Z 0.64 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.06 1.18 ± 0.07 1.48 ± 0.08 4.16 ± 0.13
tt̄H 0.05 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.02
tZ 3.16 ± 0.18 3.77 ± 0.20 5.13 ± 0.23 7.14 ± 0.27 19.21 ± 0.44
Total 1146 ± 10 1685 ± 11 2227 ± 16 3174 ± 13 8233 ± 25
Data 1175 1641 2279 3193 8288
Table 7.5: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and estimated SM processes in the
WZ01 j CR. The normalization scale factors for the WZ process are applied in this table.
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eee eeµ µµe µµµ Inclusive
WWW 0.86 ± 0.06 2.65 ± 0.11 3.27 ± 0.12 1.90 ± 0.10 8.68 ± 0.21
WH 0.34 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 1.19 ± 0.01 0.8 ± 0.01 3.21 ± 0.02
WZ 346.3 ± 2.0 475.5 ± 2.4 634.1 ± 3.0 863.8 ± 3.5 2319.6 ± 5.6
NonPrompt 3.21 ± 0.38 8.51 ± 0.49 9.19 ± 0.50 11.56 ± 0.48 32.47 ± 0.93
PhotonConv 8.9 ± 2.4 2.2 ± 1.6 8.5 ± 2.2 - 19.6 ± 3.6
ZZ 13.37 ± 0.27 17.81 ± 0.27 27.11 ± 0.38 36.67 ± 0.44 94.95 ± 0.70
VVV 1.22 ± 0.03 1.72 ± 0.04 2.17 ± 0.05 2.67 ± 0.05 7.78 ± 0.09
tt̄W 0.57 ± 0.07 1.37 ± 0.11 1.86 ± 0.13 1.44 ± 0.11 5.23 ± 0.21
tt̄Z 4.80 ± 0.16 6.82 ± 0.19 8.34 ± 0.21 10.23 ± 0.24 30.20 ± 0.40
tt̄H 0.28 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.03 0.65 ± 0.03 2.44 ± 0.05
tZ 2.21 ± 0.15 2.88 ± 0.17 4.29 ± 0.21 5.18 ± 0.23 14.56 ± 0.38
Total 382.1 ± 3.1 521.0 ± 3.0 700.9 ± 3.8 934.9 ± 3.6 2538.7 ± 6.8
Data 395 539 689 902 2525
Table 7.6: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and estimated SM processes in the
WZ2 j CR. The normalization scale factors for the WZ process are applied in this table.
Figure 7.2: The distributions of the number of jets (top left), m``` (top right), EmissT significance
ratio (10×EmissT Significance/E
miss
T ) (bottom left), and third lepton pT (bottom right) with statistical
uncertainties in the WZ01 j CR. The normalization scale factors for the WZ process are applied in
these plots.
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Figure 7.3: The distributions of the number of jets (top left), m j j (top right), EmissT significance
(bottom left), and leading forward jet pT (bottom right) with statistical uncertainties in the WZ2 j
CR. The normalization scale factors for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
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7.3 Non-prompt Background
7.3.1 Non-prompt Background Compositions
The non-prompt background is the second-largest background in this analysis. It mainly comes
from physics processes with leptons from jet decays. To investigate the composition of the non-
prompt background in the SRs, two CRs, `±ν`±ν j j anti-ID CR and `±ν`±ν`∓ν anti-ID CR, are
defined with the same event-level cuts as the SRs. For object-level cuts, instead of all leptons in
the event being ID leptons in the SRs, events in these CRs have one anti-ID lepton (anti-ID electron
or anti-ID muon) while other leptons are ID leptons (ID electrons and ID muons).
We use MC events without the requirement of truth-level prompt leptons and compare the
predictions to data in these CRs to understand the non-prompt background composition. The
distributions of the EmissT significance, anti-ID lepton pT, and number of jets in these CRs are
shown in Figure 7.4. The event yield tables in these CRs are shown in Tables 7.7 and 7.8. The
agreement between the data and MC simulation is found to be reasonable, thus the MC simulation
can be used to indicate the background compositions in these two regions. Based on the MC
simulation, the composition of the non-prompt background is dominated by tt̄ process in both CRs
while W+ jets process contributes approximately one third of the non-prompt background in the
`±ν`±ν j j anti-ID CR. The non-prompt background composition in the SRs should be similar to
the corresponding CRs due to the same event-level cuts applied.
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Figure 7.4: The EmissT significance (top), the anti-ID lepton pT (middle), and the number of
jets (bottom) distributions with statistical uncertainties in the `±ν`±ν j j anti-ID CR (left) and the
`±ν`±ν`∓ν anti-ID CR (right). Only MC simulated events are used for the predictions.
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ee eµ µµ Inclusive
WWW 4.53 ± 0.15 13.77 ± 0.26 6.41 ± 0.17 24.71 ± 0.34
WH 3.58 ± 0.03 14.13 ± 0.09 7.46 ± 0.10 25.17 ± 0.14
WZ 45.8 ± 1.1 178.7 ± 2.7 88.4 ± 1.9 312.9 ± 3.4
tt̄ 760 ± 11 5589 ± 30 4520 ± 27 10869 ± 41
W+ jets 340 ± 55 2380 ± 130 1526 ± 58 4240 ± 150
Zγ 43 ± 12 22 ± 11 5.1 ± 2.5 70 ± 17
Wγ 18.4 ± 4.1 70 ± 11 3.2 ± 8.5 92 ± 14
OS WW 28.2 ± 1.7 82.4 ± 3.3 25.4 ± 2.3 135.9 ± 4.4
SS WW 4.62 ± 0.09 14.84 ± 0.15 7.27 ± 0.11 26.73 ± 0.21
Z + jets 378 ± 58 338 ± 33 159 ± 15 874 ± 69
ZZ 2.68 ± 0.20 14.2 ± 0.45 5.98 ± 0.29 22.87 ± 0.58
VVV 0.08 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.02
tt̄W 2.71 ± 0.15 11.03 ± 0.29 6.70 ± 0.23 20.44 ± 0.40
tt̄Z 0.50 ± 0.06 1.80 ± 0.11 0.99 ± 0.08 3.29 ± 0.15
tt̄H 0.72 ± 0.03 2.93 ± 0.07 1.94 ± 0.05 5.59 ± 0.09
SingleTop 19.7 ± 1.0 184.3 ± 3.1 158.6 ± 2.9 362.6 ± 4.4
Wt 107.2 ± 3.7 842 ± 10 635.7 ± 9.0 1585 ± 14
tZ 0.27 ± 0.05 1.53 ± 0.12 1.07 ± 0.10 2.87 ± 0.17
Total 1759 ± 82 9760 ± 140 7159 ± 67 18670 ± 170
Data 1545 9600 7095 18240
Table 7.7: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and SM predictions in the `±ν`±ν j j
anti-ID CR. Only MC simulated events are used for the predictions.
eeµ µµe Inclusive
WWW 2.82 ± 0.11 3.07 ± 0.13 5.90 ± 0.17
WH 2.58 ± 0.02 2.96 ± 0.03 5.54 ± 0.04
WZ 20.91 ± 0.87 10.68 ± 0.61 31.6 ± 1.1
tt̄ 422.9 ± 8.0 1159 ± 13 1582 ± 16
W+ jets - 1.7 ± 1.7 1.7 ± 1.7
Zγ 0.11 ± 0.06 0.09 ± 0.06 0.21 ± 0.09
Wγ - 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01
OS WW 3.38 ± 0.55 8.13 ± 0.66 11.51 ± 0.86
SS WW 0.14 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.02
Z + jets 7.4 ± 2.4 3.4 ± 4.1 10.7 ± 4.7
ZZ 2.13 ± 0.13 1.02 ± 0.10 3.14 ± 0.16
VVV 0.38 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.03
tt̄W 1.69 ± 0.12 2.46 ± 0.14 4.14 ± 0.18
tt̄Z 0.45 ± 0.06 0.33 ± 0.05 0.78 ± 0.08
tt̄H 0.71 ± 0.03 0.98 ± 0.03 1.68 ± 0.04
SingleTop 0.06 ± 0.06 0.27 ± 0.10 0.34 ± 0.12
Wt 66.8 ± 2.9 174.0 ± 4.7 240.8 ± 5.5
tZ 0.15 ± 0.04 0.07 ± 0.03 0.22 ± 0.05
Total 532.5 ± 8.9 1369 ± 15 1901 ± 17
Data 497 1341 1838
Table 7.8: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and SM predictions in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν
anti-ID CR. Only MC simulated events are used for the predictions.
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7.3.2 Non-prompt Rate Calculation
Since the dominate process in the non-prompt background is the tt̄ process, two tt̄-dominated CRs,
`±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR and `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR, are defined and the cuts after the preselection
are listed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR has the same event-level cuts as the
`±ν`±ν j j SR except for number of b-jets, ∆η j j, m j j and the EmissT significance. The number of
b-jets in each event is required to be one to select the top-related processes. The cuts of ∆η j j, m j j
and the EmissT significance in the `
±ν`±ν j j SR are dropped to increase statistics in the CR since the
non-prompt background has no dependence on these variables. The `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR has
the same event-level cuts as the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR except for number of b-jets, lepton charge and m``
for the SFOS pair. Similar to the `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR, the number of b-jets is required to be
one. Events in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR can have a SFOS lepton pair to increase statistics since
the non-prompt background has no dependence on that, but m`` of the SFOS lepton pair, if there is
one, is required to be outside of the Z mass window (between 70 GeV and 110 GeV) to reduce the
contribution from the WZ process. Similar to the anti-ID `±ν`±ν j j CR and the anti-ID `±ν`±ν`∓ν
CR, there are the anti-ID `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR and the anti-ID `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR which
have the same event-level cuts but different object level cuts with one anti-ID lepton. Note that the
anti-ID lepton in the anti-ID `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR must be from the SS lepton pair due to the
charge requirement of the tt̄ process. In this thesis, ID regions are referring to those regions with
only ID leptons while anti-ID regions are those with one anti-ID lepton and remaining leptons in
the anti-ID regions are ID leptons.
A data-driven method is used to estimate the non-prompt background. The basic idea is to
establish a map between number of events in the ID regions and number of events in the anti-ID
regions with non-prompt rates. The electron and muon non-prompt rates are calculated in the ID

























where εe and εµ are non-prompt rates for electron and muon respectively, while NDataID,c,b1,b2(,b3) and
NExpID,c,b1,b2(,b3) are number of data and number of expected events in a channel c (ee, eµ, µµ, eeµ, or
µµe) in the `±ν`±ν j j or `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CRs (ID region) with the leading lepton pT in bin b1,
the subleading lepton pT in bin b2, and the third lepton pT in bin b3 for events with three leptons
only. The number of expected events in a channel c and lepton pT bins b1, b2 (, b3) in the `±ν`±ν j j
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NPhotonConvID,c,b1,b2(,b3) are the data-driven estimations of the charge-flip background and the photon con-
version background respectively, and NNonPromptID,c,b1,b2(,b3) is the data-driven estimation of the non-prompt

























where fAnti-ID is the flavor of the anti-ID lepton and bAnti-ID is the bin in the distribution of the anti-
ID lepton pT. The non-prompt rate is calculated for each anti-ID lepton flavor and pT bin. `Anti-ID
is the anti-ID lepton in the event which can be the leading lepton (`1), the subleading lepton (`2)




numbers of data and MC events in the corresponding anti-ID b-tagging CR (anti-ID region) with
the anti-ID lepton `Anti-ID. The number of MC events in the anti-ID region is simulated using
both prompt and data-driven MC samples excluding events with at least one non-prompt lepton at
the truth level. Due to the limitation of statistics in the b-tagging CRs, the non-prompt rates are
determined in two lepton pT bins and listed in Table 7.9. The non-prompt background in other ID
regions can then be estimated with the non-prompt rates and numbers of data and MC events in the
corresponding anti-ID regions using Eq. 7.3.
Lepton pT < 27 GeV > 27 GeV
εe 0.0158±0.0027 0.0196±0.0048
εµ 0.0143±0.0017 0.0138±0.0011
Table 7.9: Non-prompt rates in different lepton flavors and pT ranges. Only statistical uncertainties
for the non-prompt rates are included.
7.3.3 Non-prompt Background Validation
The non-prompt rates are applied back to the `±ν`±ν j j and `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CRs to check
the modeling of the non-prompt background. The event yield tables are shown in Tables 7.10
and 7.11. The distributions of the m j j,EmissT significance, subleading lepton pT, and subleading
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lepton η in the `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR are shown in Figure 7.5. The distributions of the third
lepton pT, third lepton η, EmissT significance ratio, and m`` of the SF lepton pair in the `
±ν`±ν`∓ν
b-tagging CR are shown in Figure 7.6. The distributions of those variables in each channel are
attached in Appendices A.3 and A.4 for the `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR and the `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging
CR respectively. Note that only statistical uncertainties of the MC samples and data are included.
Although the total number of predicted events is matched to that in data by construction, the good
agreement in different variables in b-tagging CRs suggests that the non-prompt background is
modeled well.
ee eµ µµ Inclusive
WWW 6.17 ± 0.16 18.43 ± 0.29 12.16 ± 0.23 36.75 ± 0.41
WH 3.69 ± 0.02 12.32 ± 0.04 8.23 ± 0.03 24.24 ± 0.06
WZ 56.58 ± 0.90 141.2 ± 1.4 67.11 ± 0.98 264.9 ± 2.0
NonPrompt 98.7 ± 1.9 444.9 ± 2.7 333.2 ± 2.2 876.8 ± 3.9
PhotonConv 77.3 ± 6.3 83.2 ± 6.7 - 160.5 ± 9.2
SS WW 16.05 ± 0.17 46.60 ± 0.28 29.69 ± 0.23 92.34 ± 0.40
ChargeFlip 151.36 ± 0.99 124.64 ± 0.80 - 276.0 ± 1.3
ZZ 4.43 ± 0.16 8.60 ± 0.22 3.16 ± 0.13 16.20 ± 0.30
VVV 0.10 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.02
tt̄W 45.20 ± 0.59 141.7 ± 1.1 91.22 ± 0.84 278.1 ± 1.5
tt̄Z 10.43 ± 0.26 28.27 ± 0.42 14.28 ± 0.29 52.98 ± 0.57
tt̄H 10.45 ± 0.13 32.62 ± 0.22 20.15 ± 0.17 63.21 ± 0.31
tZ 5.13 ± 0.23 11.86 ± 0.35 5.71 ± 0.24 22.70 ± 0.48
Total 485.6 ± 6.7 1094.5 ± 7.5 585.0 ± 2.6 2165 ± 10
Data 515 1106 594 2215
Table 7.10: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and estimated SM processes in the
`±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR.
eeµ µµe Inclusive
WWW 0.90 ± 0.07 1.23 ± 0.08 2.13 ± 0.10
WH 0.50 ± 0.01 0.69 ± 0.01 1.19 ± 0.01
WZ 18.99 ± 0.60 25.77 ± 0.76 44.76 ± 0.97
NonPrompt 47.21 ± 0.88 74.4 ± 1.1 121.6 ± 1.4
PhotonConv 3.9 ± 1.8 12.4 ± 2.5 16.3 ± 3.1
ZZ 2.60 ± 0.13 5.91 ± 0.21 8.51 ± 0.24
VVV 0.11 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.02
tt̄W 17.24 ± 0.36 22.91 ± 0.42 40.15 ± 0.55
tt̄Z 8.63 ± 0.22 10.73 ± 0.25 19.36 ± 0.33
tt̄H 7.00 ± 0.08 9.24 ± 0.09 16.24 ± 0.12
tZ 0.68 ± 0.08 1.30 ± 0.11 1.98 ± 0.14
Total 107.8 ± 2.2 164.7 ± 2.8 272.4 ± 3.6
Data 109 143 252
Table 7.11: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and estimated SM processes in the
`±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR.
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Figure 7.5: The distributions of the m j j (top left), EmissT significance (top right), subleading lep-
ton pT (bottom left), and subleading lepton η (bottom right) with statistical uncertainties in the
`±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR.
Figure 7.6: The distributions of the third lepton pT (top left), third lepton η (top right), EmissT signif-
icance ratio (bottom left), and m`` (bottom right) of the SF lepton pair with statistical uncertainties
in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR.
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7.4 Photon Conversion Background
7.4.1 Photon Conversion Rate Calculation
Photon conversion background is defined as processes that have a photon misreconstructed as an
electron. It mainly comes from Wγ and Zγ processes. Wγ+jets can enter the `±ν`±ν j j SR with a
leptonically-decayed W boson and a misreconstructed electron from the photon if these two leptons
are SS. In the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR, the Z boson from the Zγ process decays into two taus and one tau
decays into an electron while the other one decays into a muon. There is no SFOS lepton pair if
the electron from Z decay and the misreconstructed electron from the photon are SS.
The photon conversion background is studied in a dedicated Zγ CR and the selection cuts after
the preselection are listed in Table 7.2. It has the same cuts as the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR except for the
lepton flavor, lepton charge, and m``` cuts. Only eee and µµe channels are considered and a SFOS
lepton pair is required to reconstruct Zγ process since Z decays to a SFOS lepton pair while the
other lepton must be an electron from a misreconstructed photon. The trilepton invariant mass
m``` is required to be inside the Z mass window between 80 GeV and 100 GeV to further improve
the purity of the Zγ process. Additionally, similar to the anti-ID regions, the anti-BL Zγ CR are
defined with events having one anti-BL electron and passing the same event-level cuts as the Zγ
CR. In this thesis, anti-BL regions are referring to those regions with only one anti-BL electron
while the remaining leptons are ID leptons.
The photon conversion background is estimated with a data-driven method similar to the one
used for the non-prompt background estimation. Instead of anti-ID regions, a map between anti-BL
regions and corresponding ID regions is constructed with a photon conversion rate. The photon
conversion rate is calculated only with one bin in the µµe channel of the Zγ CR by minimizing
the negative log-likelihood function. Since there is only one bin, one channel and one photon
conversion rate, Eq. 7.1 can be simplified as:









where εγ is the photon conversion rate. The number of expected events N
Exp
ID in the Zγ CR (ID
region) can still be express as Eq. 7.2. Similar to Eq. 7.3, the data-driven estimation of the photon








where NDataAnti-BL and N
MC
Anti-BL are the numbers of the data and MC events in the anti-BL Zγ CR
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(anti-BL region), respectively. The number of MC events in the anti-BL Zγ CR is estimated using
both prompt and data-driven MC samples excluding events with at least one electron from photon
conversion in truth. The inclusive photon conversion rate is then determined with only statistical
uncertainty as:
εγ = 0.42±0.03. (7.6)
The photon conversion background in other ID regions can then be estimated with the photon
conversion rate and numbers of the data and MC events in the corresponding anti-BL regions
using Eq. 7.5.
7.4.2 Photon Conversion Background Validation
The photon conversion background modeling is checked in both eee and µµe channels of the Zγ
CR. The event yield table is shown in Table 7.12 and the plots of m```, smallest electron pT
and EmissT significance are shown in Figure 7.7. Note that only statistical uncertainties of the MC
predictions and data are included for tables and plots. Although the total number of predicted
events in µµe channel of the Zγ CR is matched to that in data by construction, the event yield in eee
channel as well as the distributions of different variables also show good agreement between data
and prediction within uncertainties, which indicates that the modeling of the photon conversion
background is reasonable.
eee µµe
WWW 0.11 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.04
WH 0.27 ± 0.01 1.06 ± 0.01
WZ 12.00 ± 0.66 26.95 ± 0.91
NonPrompt 2.46 ± 0.32 5.35 ± 0.54
PhotonConv 92.7 ± 6.3 207.0 ± 9.3
ZZ 22.06 ± 0.41 40.67 ± 0.54
VVV 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01
tt̄W 0.01 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.03
tt̄Z 0.09 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.03
tt̄H 0.02 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01
tZ 0.03 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02
Total 129.8 ± 6.4 281.8 ± 9.4
Data 150 282
Table 7.12: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and estimated SM processes in the
Zγ CR.
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Figure 7.7: The m``` (top), smallest electron pT (middle) and EmissT significance (bottom) distribu-
tions with statistical uncertainties in the eee (left) and µµe (right) channels in the Zγ CR.
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7.5 Charge-flip Background
7.5.1 Charge-flip Rate Calculation
Charge-flip background is referring to those processes with the misidentified electric charge. Pho-
tons radiated from electrons decay into electron-positron pairs and the electron with the opposite
charge from the original electron is picked up by the detector. The possibility to have one charge-
flipped electron is rather small as the charge-flip rate shown later is in the range of 10−5 to 10−2.
Therefore this background is only considered in the SS regions (regions with two SS leptons) where
OS events are flipped into SS events but not in the OS regions (regions with two OS leptons) since
cross sections of SS processes are much smaller than those for OS processes. Additionally, the
number of charge-flipped muons is even small so it is ignored in this analysis. The dominate
sources of the charge-flip background come from Z + jets, tt̄, and OS WW processes. This is a
minor background in this analysis.
The charge-flip background is studied with Z → ee events and a dedicated charge-flip CR is
defined using the cuts listed in Table 7.1 and the preselection cuts. Due to the low possibility of
having one charge-flipped electron, the cuts of the charge-flip CR are very loose using only the
same lepton cuts as the `±ν`±ν j j SR except for the lepton flavor, lepton charge, and m j j cuts, and
all cuts applied on jets are dropped. It only uses the ee channel and includes both SS and OS events
with m`` within the Z mass window between 60 GeV and 120 GeV to select Z→ ee events.
A fully data-driven method without MC samples is used for the charge-flip rate estimation.
To further select Z → ee events, two regions, the sideband charge-flip CR and the central charge-
flip CR, are defined as events with mee outside of a tighter Z mass window (m`` ≤ 75 GeV or
m`` ≥ 105 GeV) and inside of the tighter Z mass window (75 GeV <m`` < 105 GeV) in addition to
other cuts applied in the charge-flip CR. The number of non Z→ ee events in the central charge-
flip CR is estimated using the number of data in the sideband CR so that number of the Z → ee
events is the difference in data between the central and sideband charge-flip CRs.
Similar to the non-prompt and photon conversion background estimations, the basic idea of
the data-driven method to estimate the charge-flip background is to obtain a map between the SS
events and the OS events with the charge-flip rate. The charge-flip rate is measured in each bin
of the lepton pT and |η| by minimizing the negative log-likelihood function. The charge-flip rate
is defined as the possibility of an electron in a specific pT and |η| range with its electric charge
flipped. Similar to Eqs. 7.1 and 7.4, assuming the two electrons in the event are in bin b1 and b2
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where εq is the charge-flip rate and NDataSS,b1,b2 and N
Exp
SS,b1,b2
are the measured and expected number
of the Z→ ee events with reconstructed SS electron pairs in the charge-flip CR, respectively. The
likelihood function is a product looping all bins of two leptons. Based on the charge-flip rate
















where εbq is the charge-flip rate in a bin b and N
Data
OS,b1,b2
is the measured number of Z → ee events
with the reconstructed OS lepton pair in the charge-flip CR. The measured charge-flip rates as
functions of lepton pT and η are shown in Figure 7.8.
Figure 7.8: The measured charge-flip rates as a function of electron pT (left) and |η| (right) with
statistical uncertainties. There is a missing point for the charge-flip rate at pT between 20 GeV and
27 GeV and |η| between 0.6 and 1.1, which is due to lack of statistics.










 11− εb1q − εb2q + 2εb1q εb2q −1
 , (7.9)
which can be used to estimate the charge-flip background in other SS regions. The charge-flip rate
for muon is set to zero as the charge-flip from muon is negligible and thus ignored in this analysis.
For regions with three leptons, the charge-flip background is only considered in the regions with
no SFOS for the SS electron pair in the events.
7.5.2 Charge-flip Background Validation
The modeling of the charge-flip background is checked in a dedicated Z window VR with the
preselection cuts and cuts listed in Table 7.1. It has the same cuts as the `±ν`±ν j j SR except
for lepton flavor, m`` and the EmissT significance. To reconstruct the Z → ee process, only the ee
channel is selected and m`` needs to be inside the Z mass window between 80 GeV and 100 GeV.
The EmissT significance cut in ee channel is dropped to increase the statistics in this VR.
The event yield table is shown in Table 7.13 and the distributions of the m``, m j j, EmissT sig-
nificance, leading forward jet pT, subleading lepton pT, and subleading lepton η are shown in
Figure 7.9. Note that only statistical uncertainties of the MC samples and data are included. The
consistency between data and prediction within uncertainties in this VR indicates that the charge-
flip background modeling is reasonable.
ee
WWW 2.11 ± 0.10
WH 2.25 ± 0.02
WZ 23.44 ± 0.67
NonPrompt 4.1 ± 7.6
PhotonConv 30 ± 14
SS WW 2.43 ± 0.06
ChargeFlip 799.1 ± 1.9
ZZ 1.86 ± 0.11
VVV 0.02 ± 0.01
tt̄W 0.83 ± 0.08
tt̄Z 0.13 ± 0.03
tt̄H 0.20 ± 0.02
tZ 0.13 ± 0.04
Total 867 ± 16
Data 858
Table 7.13: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and estimated SM processes in the Z
window CR.
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Figure 7.9: The m`` (top left), m j j (top right), EmissT significance (middle left), leading forward
jet pT (middle right), subleading lepton pT (bottom left), and subleading lepton η (bottom right)
distributions with statistical uncertainties in the Z window VR.
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7.6 W Sideband Control Region
To check the overall modeling of all background processes, the `±ν`±ν j j SR is partially unblinded
in the W sideband CR that is not very sensitive to the signal contribution and the selection cuts
after the preselection are listed in Table 7.1. This CR has exactly the same cuts as the `±ν`±ν j j SR
except that the m j j is required to be not only less than 160 GeV but also outside the W mass window
between 50 GeV and 120 GeV since the two jets in the signal events are from a hadronically-
decayed W boson and thus those events are more likely to have the m j j within the W mass window.
The event yield in this CR is shown in Table 7.14 and the distributions of the m j j, m``, EmissT
significance, leading forward jet pT, subleading lepton pT, and subleading lepton η are shown in
Figure 7.10. The distributions of those variables in each channel are attached in Appendix A.5.
Note that only statistical uncertainties of the MC samples and data are included. The data and
prediction agree within uncertainties, which indicates reasonable modelings of the background
processes in this analysis.
ee eµ µµ Inclusive
WWW 2.43 ± 0.11 9.73 ± 0.22 6.23 ± 0.18 18.39 ± 0.30
WH 2.84 ± 0.02 12.93 ± 0.04 8.58 ± 0.03 24.36 ± 0.06
WZ 33.89 ± 0.86 143.7 ± 1.8 74.3 ± 1.2 251.9 ± 2.4
NonPrompt 4.2 ± 1.0 45.81 ± 0.95 32.33 ± 0.68 82.3 ± 1.6
PhotonConv 28.4 ± 5.8 55.7 ± 6.8 - 84.1 ± 9.0
SS WW 5.08 ± 0.09 21.37 ± 0.18 14.16 ± 0.15 40.60 ± 0.25
ChargeFlip 13.11 ± 0.30 7.99 ± 0.23 - 21.10 ± 0.38
ZZ 1.10 ± 0.09 8.32 ± 0.23 3.76 ± 0.16 13.18 ± 0.29
VVV 0.05 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.02
tt̄W 1.30 ± 0.10 5.18 ± 0.21 2.99 ± 0.16 9.46 ± 0.28
tt̄Z 0.22 ± 0.04 0.98 ± 0.07 0.43 ± 0.05 1.63 ± 0.10
tt̄H 0.22 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.04 0.57 ± 0.03 1.72 ± 0.05
tZ 0.14 ± 0.04 0.55 ± 0.08 0.19 ± 0.04 0.88 ± 0.10
Total 93.0 ± 6.0 313.3 ± 7.1 143.6 ± 1.5 549.9 ± 9.4
Data 93 357 153 603
Table 7.14: Event yields with statistical uncertainties for data and estimated SM processes in the
W sideband CR.
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Figure 7.10: The distributions of the m j j (top left), m`` (top right), EmissT significance (middle left),
leading forward jet pT (middle right), subleading lepton pT (bottom left) and subleading lepton η





Figure 8.1: The illustration of an individual CART. B stands for the background node and S stands
for the signal node [114].
To further separate signal and background in the SRs, the BDT model is implemented using
XGBoost (Extreme Gradient Boosting) [115] in this analysis and the distributions of the output
discriminant scores are used in the fit described in Section 10.3 to extract the W±W±W∓ signal.
The BDT model consists of an ensemble of Classification and Regression Trees (CARTs). As is
shown in Figure 8.1, the CART is a two-dimensional structure that starting from a single root node
of all events and followed by a set of binary splits based on the comparisons between physical
variables of events (called features) and corresponding thresholds. Parent nodes are the nodes
before splitting and child nodes are the nodes after splitting. The nodes without any child nodes
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are called leaf nodes. Depth of each node is defined as the number of splits from the root node, and
the maximum depth is the maximum depth of all nodes in a tree. For example, the maximum depth
of the tree in Figure 8.1 is 3. In the training dataset, signal events are assigned with a discriminant
score of 1 and background events are assigned with a score of 0. The discriminant score for each
leaf node is defined as the average of the scores of all events in that node in the training dataset.
It can also be interpreted as purity and expressed as score = NsNs+Nb with Ns(b) as number of signal
(background) events in the training dataset. The output of the CART for each event during testing
is the discriminant score of the corresponding leaf node of the event. The leaf nodes with scores
greater than 0.5 are labeled as signal nodes while the remaining leaf nodes are background nodes.
Events in the signal and background nodes are predicted to be signal and background respectively
based on the CART model.
The input feature and corresponding threshold of a split in the CART are determined from







where N is the number of events in the parent node, NLeft(Right) is the number of events in the left










where Ni is number of events in the node i (left or right child node) and Ni,k is the number of events
labeled as k (signal s or background b) in the node i.
Since an individual CART is not strong enough to predict the classification of signal and back-
ground, the ensemble of CARTs is used in the BDT and gradient boosting [116, 117] is used in this
analysis as the ensemble method to combine multiple CARTs. The gradient boosting adds CARTs
to an ensemble sequentially and each CART corrects the BDT model by fitting to the residual error





where xi is a set of the input features for event i, ŷi is the output discriminant score for the event
based on the BDT model, T is the total number of CARTs, and ft stands for an individual CART t
and gives the discriminant score for the event based on the CART. In the gradient boosting, each
CART ft(xi) is trained with the output of yi − ŷ
(t−1)
i , where yi is the truth discriminant score of
the event in the training dataset (0 for background events and 1 for signal events) and ŷ(t−1)i is the
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output discriminant score of the event based on the previous ensemble model with t− 1 CARTs.
Additionally, a regularization technique to slow down the learning in the gradient boosting called
shrinkage is used by scaling the contribution of each CART with a small learning rate between 0
and 1. The CARTs can be generated better with shrinkage.








where l is the loss function that measures the difference between yi and ŷi and Ω is the regular-
ization term that measures the model complexity of each CART ft. Ω( f ) in the XGBoost can be
expressed as:







where L is the total number of leaf nodes in the CART f and W j is the score of the leaf node j. γ
and λ are constants and set to 0 and 1 respectively in this analysis as the L2 regularization is used.
8.2 Construction
In this analysis, two BDT models, `±ν`±ν j j BDT and `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT are trained separately in
the SRs with the signal MC samples as well as the background MC samples and data-driven es-
timations. Some events have negative event weights so that they can not be directly used in the
BDT training. To solve this problem, the absolute values of these weights are used for all events
together with the ratio between the sum of original weights and the sum of absolute weights so that
the total number of events does not change. The new event weight can be expressed as:





where wi stands for the original event weight for an event i.
In this analysis, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is used to evaluate the per-
formance of each BDT model, which plots true positive rate versus false positive rate. The true
positive rate is the ratio of positive (signal) events that are classified correctly by the model among
all truth positive (signal) events and can be expressed as:
True Positive Rate =
True Positive
True Positive + False Negative
. (8.7)
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The false positive rate is defined as the ratio of negative (background) events that are classified as
positive (signal) by the model among all truth negative (background) events and can be expressed
as:
False Positive Rate =
False Positive
False Positive + True Negative
. (8.8)
The true positive rate and the false positive rate are calculated using different cut values on the
output discriminant score from the BDT model so that a ROC curve is generated. The model
performance is quantified by the Area Under the Curve (AUC) in the plot of the ROC curve. A
random classifier has an AUC of 0.5 while a perfect classifier has an AUC of 1.
Only relevant input features to separate signal and background are selected for the BDT models.
The feature selection is performed based on the feature importance determined from the BDT
models. The feature importance is defined as the average of improvement in the Gini impurity for
all nodes using that feature, weighted by the number of events in the training dataset associated with
those nodes. Starting with a large set of features, each BDT model is trained with all background
and signal samples in the corresponding SR. In each iteration, the feature with the lowest feature
importance is dropped and then the BDT model is retrained until there is a significant drop in the
performance of the BDT.
The lists of input features used in the `±ν`±ν j j BDT and `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT are shown in Ta-
ble 8.1 with their importances. The `±ν`±ν j j BDT uses the absolute difference between the mass
of two leading jets and the W boson pole mass, the pT of the leading forward jet, the EmissT signif-
icance, the energy of the leading forward jet, the invariant mass of the subleading lepton and the
leading jet, ∆R between the subleading lepton and the leading jet, the number of leptons that are
overlapped with jets and thus removed by the overlap removal, ∆R between the leading lepton and
the leading jet, the minimum invariant mass of a lepton and a jet, ∆R between the leading lepton
and the subleading jet, the pT of the subleading jet, the pT of the subleading lepton, the absolute
value of the leading lepton η, the number of jets, ∆R between the subleading lepton and the sub-
leading jet, the total pT of all leptons and all jets, the absolute value of ∆η between two leptons,
the absolute value of ∆η between two leading jets, the total invariant mass of two leptons, and the
total invariant mass of the leading lepton and the leading jet.
The `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT uses the EmissT significance ratio, ∆R between two leading jets (if the
number of jets is less than 2, ∆R j j = −9,999), the pT of the third lepton, the transverse mass
(mT =
√
m2 + p2x + p2y) of the EmissT and all three leptons, the total invariant mass of the SF lepton
pair, the pT of the subleading lepton, the transverse mass of the EmissT and the subleading lepton, the
minimum ∆R between two leptons, ∆φ between all leptons and the EmissT , the E
miss
T significance,
the total mass of the subleading and the third leptons, and the energy of the subleading lepton. A
good agreement between data and prediction is achieved for all features used in the BDTs in related
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CRs and VRs. Distributions of some top features are shown already in Chapter 7 and Appendix A.
`±ν`±ν j j BDT `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT
Feature Importance Feature Importance
|m j j−mW | 0.152 EmissT sig×10/E
miss
T 0.167
pT( jforward) 0.096 ∆R j j 0.124
EmissT sig 0.065 pT(`3) 0.102
E( jforward) 0.064 mT(`all,EmissT ) 0.092
m`2 j1 0.061 m``(SF) 0.08
∆R`2 j1 0.057 pT(`2) 0.077
N(leptons in jets) 0.049 mT(`2,EmissT ) 0.076
∆R`1 j1 0.047 min(∆R``) 0.075
min(m` j) 0.044 ∆φ(`all,EmissT ) 0.071
∆R`1 j2 0.043 E
miss
T sig 0.053
pT( j2) 0.041 m`2`3 0.052






|∆η j j| 0.028
m`` 0.026
m`1 j1 0.024
Table 8.1: Input features and their importances in the `±ν`±ν j j BDT and `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT.
Hyperparameters are parameters that control the learning process of an algorithm. They need
to be set before training and remain constant during the training. After the feature selection with
some default hyperparameters, the hyperparameter tuning needs to be performed with a trade-off
between bias and variance as an over-simplified model can miss the relations between features and
outputs called under-fitting while an over-complicated model can be very sensitive to capture small
variations in the training data called over-fitting. In the BDT mode of this analysis, hyperparame-
ters include maximum tree depth, number of trees (CARTs), learning rate, event ratio, and feature
ratio. In order to avoid over-fitting, only random selected subsets of events and input features are
used in the training for each CART. The event ratio and feature ratio are defined as the ratios of
those subsets in all events and features. The remaining hyperparameters are defined already in
Section 8.1.
In this analysis, k-fold cross-validation is used to determine the hyperparameters and balance
the bias and variance. All training samples are split into k subsets firstly. The BDT model is
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Figure 8.2: The ROC curves for the `±ν`±ν j j BDT (left) and the `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT (right) with the
best performance hyperparameters for the first fold in the k-fold cross validation. The curves of
the remaining folds are similar and thus omitted.
then trained with k − 1 subsets and tested with the remaining one subset, which is called one
fold. The step of training and testing is repeated k times with different choices of k− 1 training
subsets and the test subset is always the remaining one. The performance of the BDT model is
determined by averaging the performance in each step of training and testing. In the end, the set of
hyperparameters with the best performance is chosen. Due to the limit statistics in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν
SR, a 4-fold cross-validation is used for the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR while a 5-fold cross-validation is used
for the `±ν`±ν j j SR. The values of hyperparameters with the best performance are summarized
in Table 8.2. The corresponding ROC curves are shown in Figure 8.2 and based the plots, a good
balancing between bias and variance is achieved without over-fitting or under-fitting. Then the
BDT models are trained with all background and signal samples and applied to the data samples.
The distributions of the output discriminant scores based on the `±ν`±ν j j BDT and `±ν`±ν`∓ν
BDT in the corresponding `±ν`±ν j j and `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR are shown in Figure 8.3.
Hyperparameter `±ν`±ν j j BDT `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT
Max tree depth 4 4
Number of trees 100 130
Learning rate 0.05 0.05
Event ratio 0.5 0.5
Feature ratio 0.5 0.5
Table 8.2: Input features and their importances in the `±ν`±ν j j BDT and `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT.
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Figure 8.3: The output discriminant score distributions with statistical uncertainties based on the
`±ν`±ν j j BDT (left) and `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT (right) in the corresponding `±ν`±ν j j and `±ν`±ν`∓ν
SRs.
8.3 Validation
The BDT models are then applied and validated in the CRs and VRs with the data, signal, and
background samples. The distributions of discriminant scores based on the `±ν`±ν j j BDT in the
WZ2 j CR, `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR, W sideband CR, Z window VR, and Zγ CR are shown in
Figure 8.4, while the distributions in each channel in the WZ2 j CR, `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR, and
W sideband CR are attached in Appendices A.2, A.3 and A.5. The distributions of discriminant
scores based on the `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT in the WZ01 j CR, `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR, and Zγ CR are
shown in Figure 8.5, while the distributions in each channel in the WZ01 j CR and `±ν`±ν`∓ν
b-tagging CR are attached in Appendices A.1 and A.4. The data agrees with the simulation within
uncertainties for the discriminant scores based on both BDT models and thus the models do not
have any bias on the data and simulation samples.
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Figure 8.4: The discriminant score distributions with statistical uncertainties based on the `±ν`±ν j j
BDT in the inclusive channels in the WZ2 j CR (top left), `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR (top right), and
W sideband CR (middle left), as well as ee channel in the Z window VR (middle right), eee channel
in the Zγ CR (bottom left), and µµe channel in the Zγ CR (bottom right).
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Figure 8.5: The discriminant score distributions with statistical uncertainties based on the
`±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT in the inclusive channels in the WZ01 j CR (top left) and `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging






Besides statistical uncertainties from data and MC samples, systematic uncertainties also need to
be considered in the W±W±W∓ analysis and influence the final results. Each systematic uncertainty
can be interpreted as up and down variations or a one-side variation of one standard deviation (σ)
with respect to the nominal value due to one source of error which can be either experimental or
theoretical source. The systematic uncertainties can then be categorized into experimental system-
atic uncertainties and theoretical systematic uncertainties based on the types of sources they come
from.
The effect of each systematic uncertainty in the W±W±W∓ cross section measurement is quan-
tified by the shift of the signal strength defined in Section 10.1 (∆µs/µs) between the nominal fit
described in Section 10.3 and another fit with the systematic uncertainty is fixed at up and down
variations of one standard deviation (±1σ) while remaining uncertainties are fixed still at their
constrained values in the nominal fit. Table 9.1 shows the major uncertainties in the analysis and
their effects. All systematic uncertainties studied in this analysis are listed and explained in details
in Sections 9.2 and 9.3.
9.2 Experimental Systematic Uncertainties
9.2.1 Monte Carlo Uncertainties
Experimental systematic uncertainties for MC samples are provided by the ATLAS CP group and
are listed as follows:
• Luminosity Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the uncertainty of the total integrated luminosity used to scale
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Systematic uncertainty name ∆µs/µs with up/down variations
Non-prompt MC closure (µ) −12%/18%
WZ2 j scale 4.0%/−4.9%
Luminosity −3.0%/3.1%
Jet energy scale pileup (µ offset) 3.1%/−3.1%
Non-prompt rate stat. (µ) −2.9%/3.0%
Electron isolation −2.5%/2.5%
Jet energy scale η-intercalibration (mismodeling) 2.5%/−2.5%
Non-prompt rate stat. (e) −2.4%/2.5%
WWW parton shower −2.0%/2.0%
Electron identification −2.0%/2.0%
Pileup reweighting 1.8%/−1.8%
b-tagging c-jets (par. 0) −1.8%/1.8%
WZ2 j parton shower 1.6%/−1.7%
Muon isolation (sys.) −1.7%/1.7%
Jet energy scale flavor composition 1.6%/−1.7%
Table 9.1: Major systematic uncertainties and their effects in the W±W±W∓ cross section measure-
ment.
the MC samples is 1.7%. The uncertainty is not applied on WZ samples as the normalization
is determined from data in the WZ CRs.
• Pileup Reweighting Uncertainty
This is the uncertainty associated to the MC pileup reweighing mentioned in Section 4.2.
• Electron Systematic Uncertainties [52, 62–64, 83]
Detailed uncertainties are listed below and they are variations in the electron reconstruction,
identification, and isolation efficiencies mentioned in Section 4.3 and the electron trigger
efficiency mentioned in Section 4.8. They also include energy resolution and energy scale
uncertainties used for electron four-momentum (energy) corrections.
– Electron Reconstruction Efficiency Uncertainty
– Electron Identification Efficiency Uncertainty
– Electron Isolation Efficiency Uncertainty
– Electron Trigger Uncertainty
It includes the effects from both trigger efficiency and trigger scale factor.
– Electron Energy Resolution Uncertainty
– Electron Energy Scale Uncertainty
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• Muon Systematic Uncertainties [52, 70, 71, 84]
Detailed uncertainties are listed below. Similar to electron systematic uncertainties, they
include variations in muon reconstruction (combined with identification), isolation, track-
to-vertex-association and trigger efficiencies mentioned in Sections 4.4 and 4.8. Addition-
ally, they also include uncertainties in muon track resolution, momentum scale, and charge-
dependent sagitta bias corrections for muon momentum scale.
– Muon Reconstruction Efficiency Uncertainty
It includes the effects from both statistical and systematic errors.
– Muon Isolation Efficiency Uncertainty
It includes the effects from both statistical and systematic errors.
– Muon Track-to-vertex-association Efficiency Uncertainty
It includes the effects from both statistical and systematic errors.
– Muon Trigger Efficiency Uncertainty
It includes the effects from both statistical and systematic errors.
– Muon Track Resolution Uncertainty
It includes the effects from muon track resolution in both the inner detector and the
muon spectrometer.
– Muon Momentum Scale Uncertainty
– Muon Sagitta Bias Correction Uncertainty
It includes the effects of the residual charge-dependent sagitta bias and combined cor-
rection at Z scale on momentum measurements with both the inner detector and the
muon spectrometer.
• Jet Systematic Uncertainties
Detailed uncertainties are listed below and they include variations in jet energy scale cali-
bration, JVT, and b-tagging mentioned in Section 4.5. They also include uncertainty in jet
energy resolution.
– Jet Energy Scale Uncertainty [74]
It includes effects from calibrating the scale of forward jets with respect to central jets,
calibrating with respect to well understood objects including Z in Z + jet, γ in γ+ jet, and
multijet, propagation of single particle and test beam uncertainties, pileup, jet flavor,
and punch-through correction in the global sequential calibration.
– Jet Energy Resolution Uncertainty [118]
It includes effects from difference in data and MC, noise term from random cones in
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zero bias data, and jet pT asymmetry in dijet balance.
– Jet JVT Efficiency Uncertainty [76, 77]
– b-tagging Efficiency Uncertainty [79, 119, 120]
It includes effects from b-jets, c-jets, and light-flavor jets after eigenvector decomposi-
tion as well as high-pT jets extrapolation.
• EmissT Track Soft Term Uncertainties [80]
The detailed uncertainties are listed below and they include the variations in the EmissT soft
terms that are mentioned in Section 4.6.
– EmissT Track Soft Term Scale Uncertainty
It includes effect from scaling the magnitude of the soft terms in the direction of the pT
of the hard terms.
– EmissT Track Soft Term Resolution Uncertainty
It includes effects from smearing the magnitude of the soft terms in the direction par-
allel and perpendicular to the direction of the pT of the hard terms.
9.2.2 Data-driven Background Uncertainties
Experimental systematic uncertainties of data-driven background estimation come from the
method of calculating data-driven rates and the differences of data-driven background composi-
tions in the CRs and the SRs. Data-driven background uncertainties studied are listed below. Most
of them are included in the fits introduced in Sections 10.2 and 10.3 except for those specified in
the descriptions as they are too small to be included.
• Non-prompt Background Uncertainties
– Non-prompt Rate Statistical Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 7.3.2, it comes from the rate calculation procedure and in-
cludes effects from both electron and muon non-prompt rates.
– WZ Normalization Factor Uncertainty
WZ MC samples are used in non-prompt rate calculation and thus the uncertainties
of the WZ normalization factors mentioned in Section 10.2 are considered as an un-
certainty of the non-prompt rates. The non-prompt rates calculated with up and down
variations of one standard deviation (±1σ) on the WZ normalization factors are listed in
Table 9.2 and the uncertainty includes effects from both electron and muon non-prompt
rates with variations of both µWZ01 j and µWZ2 j.
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µWZ µWZ01 j µWZ2 j
Variation −1σ +1σ −1σ +1σ
εe
pT < 27 GeV 0.016±0.003 0.016±0.003 0.016±0.003 0.015±0.003
pT > 27 GeV 0.019±0.005 0.019±0.005 0.022±0.005 0.016±0.005
εµ
pT < 27 GeV 0.014±0.002 0.014±0.002 0.015±0.002 0.014±0.002
pT > 27 GeV 0.014±0.001 0.014±0.001 0.014±0.001 0.013±0.001
Table 9.2: Non-prompt rates calculated with up and down variations of one standard deviation
(±1σ) on the WZ normalization factors. The uncertainties on the rates are statistical uncertainties
from the rate calculation.
– Non-prompt Rate Binning Uncertainty
The two-bin non-prompt rates are recalculated with different pT bins and listed in Ta-
ble 9.3. It includes the effects from both the electron and muon non-prompt rates.
Lepton pT < 25 GeV > 25 GeV < 30 GeV > 30 GeV
εe 0.017±0.003 0.018±0.004 0.014±0.002 0.025±0.006
εµ 0.015±0.002 0.014±0.001 0.014±0.001 0.015±0.001
Table 9.3: Non-prompt rates calculated with different lepton pT bins. The uncertainties on the
rates are statistical uncertainties from the rate calculation.
– MC Closure Test Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 7.3.1, the non-prompt background in the `±ν`±ν j j SR comes
from both W+ jets and tt̄ processes while in the b-tagging CRs it mainly comes from
tt̄ process. Therefore, an uncertainty is needed to compensate the differences in non-
prompt background compositions. All MC samples are used to calculate MC-based
non-prompt rates in both b-tagging CRs and SRs by selecting events with at least one
non-prompt lepton in truth. The calculated non-prompt rates are shown in Table 9.4.
The difference between MC-based non-prompt rates in the b-tagging CRs and the SRs
is quite significant in low pT bins while it is not that much in high pT bins. The reason
is due to the W+ jets events are dominated in low pT bins in the `±ν`±ν j j SR and this
can been indicated from the anti-ID lepton pT distributions in the anti-ID `±ν`±ν j j CR
in Figure 9.1. The difference between MC-based non-prompt rates in b-tagging CRs
and SRs is applied to the nominal non-prompt rates as alternative rates used to estimate
non-prompt background in the SRs. The uncertainty includes the effects from both the
electron and muon non-prompt rates.
• Photon Conversion Background Uncertainties
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Region b-tagging CRs SRs
εe
pT < 27 GeV 0.0133±0.0018 0.0139±0.0031
pT > 27 GeV 0.0147±0.0017 0.0153±0.0029
εµ
pT < 27 GeV 0.0104±0.0012 0.0221±0.0031
pT > 27 GeV 0.0082±0.0006 0.0080±0.0010
Table 9.4: MC-based non-prompt rates calculated in the b-tagging CRs and SRs using all MC
samples. The uncertainties on the rates are statistical uncertainties from the rate calculation.
– Photon Conversion Rate Statistical Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 7.4.1, it comes from the rate calculation procedure.
– WZ Normalization Factor Uncertainty
Similar to that in the non-prompt background uncertainties, the photon conversion rates
are calculated with the variations of WZ normalization factors and the numbers are
shown in Table 9.5. Since the changes in the photon conversion rates are very small
compared with the statistical uncertainties, this uncertainty is not included in the fits.
µWZ µWZ01 j µWZ2 j
Variation −1σ +1σ −1σ +1σ
εγ 0.420±0.034 0.416±0.034 0.421±0.034 0.415±0.034
Table 9.5: Photon conversion rates calculated with up and down variations of one standard devi-
ation (±1σ) on the WZ normalization factors. The uncertainties on the rates are statistical uncer-
tainties from the rate calculation.
– Electron pT Dependence Uncertainty
The nominal photon conversion rate can be considered as an average of electron pT and
the pT dependence is studied. The µµe channel of the Zγ CR is further split into two
regions with electron pT ≤ 25 GeV and > 25 GeV and the photon conversion rate is
recalculated in each region. 25 GeV is chosen as the bin boundary for similar statistics
in two pT bins as shown in Figure 9.2. The photon conversion rates in different electron
pT ranges are listed in Table 9.6. Since the changes in the photon conversion rates are
very small compared with the statistical uncertainties, this uncertainty is not included
in the fits.
– MC Closure Test Uncertainty
Due to the requirement of the number of leptons, the photon conversion background
in the `±ν`±ν j j SR is mainly from the Wγ process while the photon conversion back-
ground in the Zγ CR is mainly from the Zγ process. Therefore the effect on the photon
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Figure 9.1: The anti-ID lepton pT distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left), eµ (top
right), µµ (bottom left), and inclusive (bottom right) channels in the anti-ID `±ν`±ν j j CR. Only
MC simulation is used for the predictions.
Electron pT ≤ 25 GeV > 25 GeV
εγ 0.422±0.044 0.414±0.052
Table 9.6: Photon conversion rates in different electron pT ranges. The uncertainties on the rates
are statistical uncertainties from the rate calculation.
conversion rate from different background compositions is studied. The photon con-
version rates are recalculated with Zγ MC samples in the µµe channel of the Zγ CR
and Wγ MC samples in the ee and eµ channels of the `±ν`±ν j j SR. The MC samples
are selected with at least one photon conversion electron in truth. The numbers are
shown Table 9.7. The difference between the MC-based photon conversion rates in the
`±ν`±ν j j SR and the Zγ CR is applied to the nominal photon conversion rate as an
alternative rate used to estimate photon conversion background in the SRs.
• Charge-flip Background Uncertainties
– Charge-flip Rate Statistical Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 7.5.1, it comes from the rate calculation procedure.
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Figure 9.2: The electron pT distributions with statistical uncertainties in µµe channel in the Zγ
CR (left) and the anti-BL Zγ CR (right). Prompt MC and data-driven estimation are used for the
prediction in the Zγ CR while all MC samples are used for the prediction in the anti-BL Zγ CR as
the data-driven estimation is not available for the anti-BL region.
MC sample Wγ Zγ
Region `±ν`±ν j j SR Zγ CR
Channel ee eµ µµe
εγ 0.132±0.034 0.176±0.026 0.158±0.016
Table 9.7: Photon conversion rates calculated with the Wγ MC and Zγ MC in the `±ν`±ν j j SR
and Zγ CR respectively. The uncertainties on the rates are statistical uncertainties from the rate
calculation.
– Z Mass Window Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 7.5.1, the charge-flip rate calculation is performed in the cen-
tral charge-flip CR with 105 GeV>m`` > 75 GeV and the sideband charge-flip CR with
120 GeV > m`` ≥ 105 GeV or 75 GeV ≥ m`` > 60 GeV. The Z mass window in the
central charge-flip CR is varied for 6 GeV up and down while the cut of m`` is changed
accordingly in the sideband charge-flip CR to match the Z mass window width. The up
variation is defined with 108 GeV > m`` > 72 GeV for the central charge-flip CR and
126 GeV >m`` ≥ 108 GeV or 72 GeV ≥m`` > 54 GeV for the sideband charge-flip CR.
The down variation is defined with 102 GeV > m`` > 78 GeV for the central charge-
flip CR and 114 GeV > m`` ≥ 102 GeV or 78 GeV ≥ m`` > 66 GeV for the sideband
charge-flip CR. The recalculated charge-flip rates with different Z mass window are
shown in Figure 9.3.
– MC Subtraction Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 7.5.1, the nominal charge-flip rates are calculated from the
Z→ ee events which are selected by subtracting data events in the sideband charge-flip
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Figure 9.3: The charge-flip rates as a function of electron pT (left) and |η| (right) calculated with
the up (top) and down (bottom) variations of 6 GeV in the Z mass window in the central charge-flip
CR. The error bars on the rates are statistical uncertainties from the rate calculation.
CR from data events in the central charge-flip CR. For this uncertainty, the charge-flip
rates are calculated alternatively by subtracting all MC samples excluding Z + jets MC
samples from the events in data in the central charge-flip CR and shown in Figure 9.4.
– Z + jets MC Closure Test Uncertainty
For this uncertainty, MC-based charge-flip rates are derived just based on the Z + jets
MC samples in the central charge-flip CR and are shown in Figure 9.5. Then the MC-
based charge-flip rates are applied to the OS Z + jets MC events in the `±ν`±ν j j SR and
compared with the SS Z + jets MC events in the `±ν`±ν j j SR. The numbers are shown
in Table 9.8. Since the difference in the numbers is within the statistical uncertainty,
this uncertainty is not included in the fits.
– tt̄ MC Closure Test Uncertainty
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Figure 9.4: The measured charge-flip rates as a function of electron pT (left) and |η| (right) by
subtracting all MC samples excluding Z + jets MC samples from data events in the central charge-
flip CR. The error bars on the rates are statistical uncertainties from the rate calculation.
Estimation method Z + jets MC Z + jets MC-based charge-flip rate
`±ν`±ν j j SR 15.6±6.7 20.99±0.75
Table 9.8: The numbers of Z + jets events with statistical uncertainties in the `±ν`±ν j j SR estimated
from the Z + jets MC samples and Z + jets MC-based charge-flip rates calculated in the charge-flip
CR.
Besides the Z + jets process, tt̄ process can also contribute to the charge-flip background
in the `±ν`±ν j j SR. For this uncertainty, tt̄ charge-flip CR is defined with the same cuts
in the charge-flip CR except for cuts on b-jets and m``. The cuts after the preselection
are listed in Table 9.9. Exactly two b-jets are required in this region and m`` cut is
dropped as there is no Z boson in the tt̄ process. Similar to the Z + jets MC closure test,
the same Z + jets MC-based charge-flip rates shown in Figure 9.5 are used but applied
to the OS tt̄ MC events in the tt̄ charge-flip CR and compared with the SS tt̄ MC events
with at least one charge-flipped electron in truth in the tt̄ charge-flip CR. The numbers
are shown in Table 9.10.
9.3 Theoretical Systematic Uncertainties
Theoretical systematic uncertainties come from generating PDF, matrix elements and parton
shower in the MC generation described in Section 5.2.1. Therefore, they are considered only
for signal and prompt background processes, which are simulated with MC samples. Theoretical
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Figure 9.5: The measured MC-based charge-flip rates as a function of electron pT (left) and |η|
(right) with Z + jets MC in the central region of the charge-flip CR. The error bars on the rates are
statistical uncertainties from the rate calculation.
Charge-flip CR tt̄ charge-flip CR
Channel ee
Nlepton = 2
Veto lepton veto 3rd lepton
pT(`1) > 27 GeV
m`` 60 < m`` < 120 GeV -
Nb-jet - = 2
Table 9.9: List of the event-level selection cuts used in the charge-flip CR and the tt̄ charge-flip
CR. The definitions of the symbols are the same as those in Table 6.1.
uncertainties of the signal processes WWW and WH as well as the dominant prompt background
process WZ are studied in details with the scale, PDF, and parton shower uncertainties, while
an overall theoretical uncertainty is applied to the remaining prompt background processes. The
details are listed as follows:
• WWW Theoretical Uncertainties
Detailed uncertainties are listed below. Note that WWW scale and PDF uncertainties are
considered for shape only in the fits described in Sections 10.2 and 10.3 by normalizing the
total number of events to the nominal value. The normalization is considered as a theory
uncertainty in the MC predicted signal cross section described in Section 10.4 since this is
not an uncertainty from the W±W±W∓ cross section measurement.
– WWW Scale Uncertainty
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Estimation method tt̄ MC Z + jets MC-based charge-flip rate
tt̄ charge-flip CR 112.8±4.1 118.72±0.29
Table 9.10: The numbers of tt̄ charge-flip events with statistical uncertainties in the tt̄ charge-flip
CR estimated with tt̄ MC samples and Z + jets MC-based charge-flip rate calculated in the charge-
flip CR.
It consists of the effect with an envelope of seven-point variations of the renormal-
ization scale (µr) and the factorization scale (µf) defined in Section 5.2.1, follow-
ing the recommendation from the ATLAS CP group. The seven-point variations in-
cludes (0.5µr,0.5µf), (0.5µr,µf), (µr,0.5µf), (2µr,µf), (µr,2µf), (2µr,2µf), and the nom-
inal (µr,µf). The variations are stored as event-by-event weights when generating MC
samples.
– WWW PDF Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the nominal WWW sample is generated with a particular
choice of the PDF NNPDF3.0NNLO and effects of alternative choices of the PDF need
to be considered. Additionally, the strong coupling constant αS is determined experi-
mentally as αS = 0.1180± 0.0015 [121] and its uncertainty also needs to be included.
Following the recommendation from PDF4LHC [121], this uncertainty is evaluated
with variations of alternative PDFs MMHT2014NNLO [122] and CT14NNLO [123]
as well as up and down variations of the combined PDF and strong coupling constant
(PDF+αS) uncertainty. The variations are stored as event-by-event weights when gen-
erating MC samples and the uncertainty includes the effect with an envelope of all four
variations.
– WWW Parton Shower Uncertainty
Following the recommendation from the ATLAS multi-boson simulation [124], the
variations of the resummation scale (µq) and the merging scale defined in Section 5.2.1
are considered in this uncertainty. The variations of the resummation scale (µq) in-
clude 2µq and 0.5µq. The variation on the CKKW [105, 106] merging scale is 15 GeV
from the nominal value of 30 GeV. The Rivet routine [125] is used to evaluate these
variations in acceptance for the SRs. The uncertainty is obtained by adding the larger
uncertainty in two µq variations and the CKKW merging scale uncertainty in quadra-
ture. It is 2.3% in the `±ν`±ν j j SR and 2.4% in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR.
• WH Theoretical Uncertainties
Detailed uncertainties are listed below. Similar to WWW, only shape-only effects of the WH
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scale and PDF uncertainties are included in the fits and the normalization is included in the
MC predicted signal cross section.
– WH Scale Uncertainty
It is calculated following the same procedure as the WWW scale uncertainty and in-
cludes the effect with an envelope of the seven-point variation of µr and µf .
– WH PDF Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the WH sample is generated with the NNPDF3.0NLO
PDF. Therefore, MMHT2014NLO and CT14NLO are used as alternative PDFs fol-
lowing the recommendation from PDF4LHC. The PDF+αS uncertainty is not included
as this is only available for SHERPA samples but WH is generated with POWHEG. The
uncertainty includes the effect with an envelope of these two variations.
– WH Parton Shower Uncertainty
As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the parton shower of the WH sample is generated with
PYTHIA 8. For this uncertainty, HERWIG 7 is used as an alternative generator for the
parton shower. The difference between samples obtained from these two generators is
2.1% in the `±ν`±ν j j SR and 0.002% in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR.
• WZ Theoretical Uncertainties
Detailed uncertainties are listed below. Since WZ is considered as a free-floating background
and the overall normalization is determined from the WZ CRs, the scale and PDF uncertain-
ties on the WZ cross-section should not be considered. Therefore, for WZ scale and PDF
uncertainties, only shape-only effects are included in the fits.
– WZ Scale Uncertainty
It is calculated following the same procedure as the WWW scale uncertainty and in-
cludes the effects with an envelope of the seven-point variation of µr and µf from WZ
processes with less than two jets (WZ01 j) and greater than two jets (WZ2 j).
– WZ PDF Uncertainty
It is calculated following the same procedure as the WWW PDF uncertainty and in-
cludes the effects with an envelope of the four variations from both the WZ01 j and
WZ2 j processes.
– WZ Parton Shower Uncertainty
It is calculated following the same procedure as the WWW parton shower uncertainty
except that the CKKW merging scale variations are 15 GeV and 30 GeV from the nom-
inal value of 20 GeV. The uncertainty is calculated by adding the larger uncertainty in
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two µq variations and the larger uncertainty in two CKKW merging scales in quadra-
ture. It is 5.2% in the `±ν`±ν j j SR, 12.4% in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR, 2.7% in the WZ01 j
CR, and 7.8% in the WZ2 j CR from both the WZ01 j and WZ2 j processes.
• ZZ, SS WW, tt̄V(V = W,Z), tt̄H, VVV(excluding WWW), and tZ Theoretical Uncertainties
Contributions from other prompt processes are minor in the SRs and an overall uncertainty
of 10% is applied to each process as its theoretical uncertainty, which is at the similar scale
of the uncertainty used in the previous W±W±W∓ analysis at ATLAS with 79.8 fb−1 of the
pp collision data at
√
s = 13 TeV [3].
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CHAPTER 10
Fitting Procedure and Signal Extraction
10.1 General Fitting Procedure
W±W±W∓ inclusive production cross section is measured with a binned maximum-likelihood fit





where σMCs is the total cross section of the signal MC samples and µs is defined as signal strength.
The fit is achieved equivalently by minimizing a negative log-likelihood function − lnL and the
likelihood function L is defined in the following way:













which includes one Poisson probability density function for each bin in the distribution of the
variable used for fitting in each channel and region, and one Gaussian probability density function
for each Nuisance Parameter (NP) θi which is used to model systematic uncertainties mentioned in
Chapter 9 with Eqs. 10.4 and 10.5 explained later. NDatar,c,b and N
Exp
r,c,b are defined as number of events
in data and expectation in bin b of the distribution in channel c and region r. µWZ01 j and µWZ2 j are
















In this analysis, the signal (s) is the combined WWW and WH→WWW process, and WZ is treated
as a free floating background and split into two independent processes (WZα, α = 01 j,2 j): WZ
with at least two jets (WZ2 j) and with less than two jets (WZ01 j). In Eqs. 10.2 and 10.3, θ stands




i stands for the set of NPs related to process p. The NP follows the standard Gaussian distri-
bution (mean= 0 and variance= 1) and therefore the Gaussian constrain for each NP is included
in the likelihood function in Eq. 10.2. The one-sided systematical uncertainties are symmetrized
based on the nominal values and the up and down (±1σ) variations of systematical uncertainties
corresponding to the NP with θi = ±1. The number of expected events for process p with one NP
θi can be expressed as:





where the function δpr,c,b(θi) satisfies:
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r,c,b(θi = 0) = 1.
(10.5)
The function δpr,c,b(θi) is obtained from quadratic interpolation for θi within [−1,1] and linear ex-
trapolation outside of [−1,1] to make sure the function is differential at −1 and 1. In this way, NPs
model the effects of systematic uncertainties. After minimizing the negative log-likelihood func-
tion, the best fit values for µs, µWZ , and θ are obtained. Then the measured W±W±W∓ inclusive
production cross section σObss can be calculated from Eq. 10.1.
The significance measures the incompatibility between the observed data and the background-
only null hypothesis H0 and is calculated using TRExFitter. The test statistic t is chosen to have a
clear separation between the null (H0) and the alternative (H1) hypotheses. It is constructed from
a profile likelihood approach and can be expressed as:
t(µs) = −2lnλ(µs) = −2ln
L(µs, ˆ̂µWZ , ˆ̂θ)
L(µ̂s, µ̂WZ , θ̂)
, (10.6)
where L(µs, ˆ̂µWZ , ˆ̂θ) is the likelihood conditionally maximized by ˆ̂µWZ and ˆ̂θ for a given µs and
L(µ̂s, µ̂WZ , θ̂) is the likelihood unconditionally maximized by µ̂s, µ̂WZ , and θ̂. Then a p-value is
defined as the probability to observe the data at least as incompatible with the hypothesis as the





where f (t|µs) is the probability density function of the test static given a signal strength µs and
tObs is the observed value of the test statistic with current data given a signal strength µs. For





f (t0|µs = 0)dt0. Then the significance Z can be defined as:
Z = Φ−1(1− p0), (10.8)
where Φ−1 is the cumulative distribution function of the standard Gaussian distribution. A p-
value of 2.87× 10−7 corresponding to Z = 5 and the significance is 5σ. In high energy physics, a
significance above 5σ is used to claim as an observation while 3σ is an evidence.
10.2 WZ Normalization Factor
In order to fix the discrepancy between data and prediction in the WZ CRs mentioned in Sec-
tion 7.2, a fit to determine the WZ normalization factors is performed following the same proce-
dure as described in Section 10.1 except only in the WZ CRs. The regions, channels, distributions,
and number of bins in each distribution are shown in Table 10.1. After maximizing the likelihood
function, the best fit values for the WZ normalization factors are determined as:
µWZ01 j = 1.05+0.06−0.06,
µWZ2 j = 0.83+0.20−0.15.
(10.9)
Note that the WZ normalization factors determined here are not used in the final combined fit
with data in the SRs to extract observed signal strength and significance. The final combined fit
determines the WZ normalization factors by itself.
Region Channel Distribution Nbin
WZ01 j CR Inclusive m``` 5
WZ2 j CR Inclusive m``` 5
Table 10.1: Summary of regions, channels, distributions, and number of bins in each distribution
used in the fit for the WZ normalization factors.
The plots of m``` used in the fit are shown in Figure 10.1. The influence of each systematic
uncertainty on µWZ01 j and µWZ2 j can be seen from the ranking plots in Figure 10.2. The ranking
plots are generated after the nominal fit with four additional fits for each NP by fixing the NP θ to
be up or down variation (±∆θ or ±∆θ̂) of its best-fit value θ̂ based on the nominal fit while keeping
the remaining NPs as their own best-fit values and calculating the corresponding pre-fit or post-fit
changes in µWZ01 j or µWZ2 j. The pre-fit impact is calculated with ±∆θ = ±1 and the NP fixed to
θ = θ̂±∆θ. The post-fit impact is calculated with ±∆θ̂ as the uncertainty on the best fit value θ̂ and
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the NP fixed to θ = θ̂±∆θ̂. The dominate uncertainty on µWZ01 j is from the WZ01 j parton shower
uncertainty while the dominate uncertainty on µWZ2 j is from the WZ2 j scale uncertainty.
Figure 10.1: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) m``` distributions with statistical and systematical
uncertainties in the WZ01 j CR (top) and the WZ2 j CR (bottom) in the WZ normalization factor
fit.
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Figure 10.2: The rankings of NPs based on their post-fit impacts on µWZ01 j (top) and µWZ2 j (bot-
tom). In each plot, the pull of each NP (θ̂− θ0)/∆θ is shown with black dot and solid black line as
its error bar based on the lower axis. The impacts on ∆µ/µ0 are indicated based on the upper axis
with empty dark (light) blue box for the pre-fit impact with up (down) variation of each NP and
filled dark (light) blue box for the post-fit impact with up (down) variation of each NP.
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10.3 Fit Results
In order to extract the signal strength and significance, a combined fit described in Section 10.1 is
performed. The regions, channels, distributions, and number of bins in each distribution are sum-
marized in Table 10.2. However, instead of unblinding data in the SRs, a fit with the Asimov data
is performed first to extract the expected significance. The Asimov data is built from the expected
background with the WZ normalization factors determined in Section 10.2 and the expected signal
yield with µs = 1. Then the fit with real data is performed afterwards for the observed significance.
Both the expected significance and the observed significance are shown in Table 10.3. The ob-
served significance in the combined fit with both SRs is above 5σ, so this is the first observation
of the W±W±W∓ process. The fit is also performed in each individual decay channel for better
comparison. The `±ν`±ν j j SR and the WZ CRs are used for the `±ν`±ν j j decay channel fit while
the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR and the WZ CRs are used for the `±ν`±ν j j decay channel fit. The channels,
plots, and number of bins in each plot for the fits are the same as the combine fit.
Region Channel Distribution Nbin
`±ν`±ν j j SR
ee `±ν`±ν j j BDT discriminant score 10
eµ `±ν`±ν j j BDT discriminant score 10
µµ `±ν`±ν j j BDT discriminant score 10
`±ν`±ν`∓ν SR Inclusive `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT discriminant score 5
WZ01 j CR Inclusive m``` 5
WZ2 j CR Inclusive m``` 5
Table 10.2: Summary of regions, channels, distributions, and number of bins in each distribution




W±W±W∓→ `±ν`±ν j j 4.2σ 6.7σ
W±W±W∓→ `±ν`±ν`∓ν 4.0σ 4.5σ
W±W±W∓ combined 5.7σ 7.8σ
Table 10.3: The expected and observed significance to reject background-only hypothesis for dif-
ferent decay channels of the W±W±W∓ signal.
The signal strengths are determined with different decay channels and the values are shown
in Figure 10.3. The combined signal strength is found to be 1.58+0.25
−0.24. The WZ normalization
factors determined from the fits are shown in Figure 10.4 and they are applied in the post-fit figures
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and tables while the WZ normalization factors determined from Section 10.2 are applied in the
pre-fit figures and tables. The plot of the signal over background ratio is shown Figure 10.5.
The influence of each systematic uncertainty on µW±W±W∓ can be seen from the ranking plot in
Figure 10.6. The dominate uncertainty comes from the muon non-prompt MC closure test. The
pre-fit and post-fit distributions in the SRs are shown in Figures 10.8 and 10.9. Plots of other
variables and distributions in each channel are attached in Appendices A.6 and A.7. The pre-fit
and post-fit number of jets distributions in the inclusive WZ CR (combining WZ01 j and WZ2 j
CRs) are shown in Figure 10.7 while the pre-fit and post-fit m``` distributions in the WZ CRs
are attached in Appendices A.1 and A.2. The pre-fit and post-ft event yield tables are shown in
Tables 10.4 and 10.5. A good agreement between data and prediction is achieved in all regions.
Figure 10.3: The signal strengths with total uncertainties (black solid line) and statistical only
uncertainties (cyan solid line) in different decay channels and the combined channel. The SM
prediction (blue solid line) is from the signal MC samples and the uncertainty (shaded blue box)
only includes the combined PDF and scale uncertainty determined from Section 10.4. The best
fit signal strength in the combined fit is also shown vertically (black dashed line) with its total
uncertainty (yellow box) and statistical only uncertainty (green box) for better comparison.
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Figure 10.4: The WZ normalization factors determined from the fits in the `±ν`±ν j j decay channel
(black), the `±ν`±ν`∓ν decay channel (red) and the combined decay channel (blue).
Figure 10.5: The post-fit plot of the signal over background ratio in logarithm for each bin in the
plots used for the combined fit. Both expected (dashed blue box) and observed (filled red box)
signal are shown with the post-fit background (black box) and data (black dot).
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Figure 10.6: The rankings of NPs based on their post-fit impacts on the signal strength µW±W±W∓ .
It can be read similarly as explained Figure 10.2.
Figure 10.7: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) number of jets distributions with statistical and
systematical uncertainties in the inclusive WZ CR (combining WZ01 j and WZ2 j CRs) in the
combined fit.
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Figure 10.8: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) distributions of the `±ν`±ν j j BDT discriminant
score (top), m j j (middle), and EmissT significance (bottom) with statistical and systematical uncer-
tainties in the `±ν`±ν j j SR in the combined fit.
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Figure 10.9: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) distributions of the `±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT discriminant
score (top), EmissT significance ratio (middle), and m``` (bottom) with statistical and systematical
uncertainties in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR in the combined fit.
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`±ν`±ν j j SR
`±ν`±ν`∓ν SR
ee eµ µµ
WWW 10.74 ± 0.60 43.2 ± 1.9 28.1 ± 1.1 13.90 ± 0.84
WH 6.93 ± 0.51 33.4 ± 2.1 22.2 ± 1.4 9.56 ± 0.41
WZ 81 ± 13 342 ± 52 170 ± 28 18.3 ± 2.8
NonPrompt 17.8 ± 4.5 138 ± 38 97 ± 38 26.7 ± 8.6
PhotonConv 60 ± 13 139 ± 20 - -
SS WW 11.9 ± 1.3 49.8 ± 5.3 32.3 ± 3.4 -
ChargeFlip 29.6 ± 6.4 18.3 ± 4.0 - 1.65 ± 0.37
ZZ 2.71 ± 0.42 20.2 ± 2.5 8.5 ± 1.1 1.48 ± 0.19
VVV 0.19 ± 0.03 0.54 ± 0.06 0.22 ± 0.03 1.23 ± 0.14
tt̄W 4.47 ± 0.65 17.1 ± 2.4 10.1 ± 1.4 3.91 ± 0.55
tt̄Z 0.80 ± 0.13 2.71 ± 0.40 1.45 ± 0.22 0.76 ± 0.12
tt̄H 0.68 ± 0.08 2.83 ± 0.28 1.74 ± 0.18 1.19 ± 0.11
tZ 0.34 ± 0.08 1.16 ± 0.19 0.41 ± 0.10 0.04 ± 0.02
Total 227 ± 20 808 ± 70 373 ± 48 78.8 ± 9.3
Data 242 885 418 79
Table 10.4: The pre-fit event yields with statistical and systematical uncertainties in the SRs.
`±ν`±ν j j SR
`±ν`±ν`∓ν SR
ee eµ µµ
WWW 17.0 ± 2.6 69 ± 10 44.7 ± 6.8 21.9 ± 3.4
WH 11.1 ± 1.8 53.5 ± 8.6 35.8 ± 5.8 15.0 ± 2.3
WZ 82.3 ± 5.5 351 ± 22 174.1 ± 9.6 18.1 ± 1.4
NonPrompt 17.4 ± 4.0 135 ± 19 96 ± 17 26.0 ± 4.2
PhotonConv 62.4 ± 8.6 144 ± 15 - -
SS WW 12.1 ± 1.4 51.1 ± 5.3 33.3 ± 3.4 -
ChargeFlip 30.0 ± 6.1 18.6 ± 3.8 - 1.67 ± 0.34
ZZ 2.76 ± 0.40 20.6 ± 2.5 8.7 ± 1.1 1.47 ± 0.16
VVV 0.19 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.06 0.23 ± 0.03 1.22 ± 0.13
tt̄W 4.44 ± 0.62 17.1 ± 2.3 10.1 ± 1.3 3.88 ± 0.52
tt̄Z 0.80 ± 0.11 2.70 ± 0.37 1.45 ± 0.20 0.75 ± 0.10
tt̄H 0.67 ± 0.07 2.81 ± 0.27 1.74 ± 0.17 1.18 ± 0.11
tZ 0.34 ± 0.05 1.18 ± 0.16 0.42 ± 0.07 0.036 ± 0.005
Total 242 ± 10 867 ± 22 406 ± 15 91.2 ± 5.7
Data 242 885 418 79
Table 10.5: The post-fit event yields with statistical and systematical uncertainties in the SRs.
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10.4 Signal Cross Section Measurement
The total cross section of the W±W±W∓ signal MC samples is 0.511±0.039 pb. The uncertainty is
the combined PDF and scale uncertainty on the inclusive WWW and WH cross section determined
from the same prescription described in Section 9.3. Note that the uncertainty is not included in
the measured cross section since the theoretical uncertainty on the predicted cross section does not
affect the actual cross section measurement. As mentioned in Section 10.3, the signal strength is
determined as:
µW±W±W∓ = 1.58+0.25−0.24. (10.10)




From the SM WWW cross section based on the theory paper [127] and the SM WH cross section
based on the CERN report [128], the SM inclusive W±W±W∓ cross section is:
σSMW±W±W∓ = 0.505±0.016 pb, (10.12)
where the uncertainty includes the PDF and scale uncertainties. Therefore, the measured cross




This thesis presents the first observation of inclusive W±W±W∓ production using 139 fb−1 of pp
collision data collected by the ATLAS detector at
√
s = 13 TeV. The background-only hypothesis
is rejected with an observed (expected) significance of 7.8σ (5.7σ). This W±W±W∓ analysis
currently is still an ongoing study at ATLAS and will be finalized with official results in a few
months. It is interesting to note that the productions of a single W boson, two W bosons, and
three W bosons are all first observed at CERN: Underground Area 1 (UA1) and Underground
Area 2 (UA2) discovered the W boson at the SPS in 1983 [129, 130]; Apparatus for LEP Physics
(ALEPH), Detector with Lepton, Photon and Hadron Identification (DELPHI), L3, and Omni
Purpose Apparatus for LEP (OPAL) observed the W boson pair production for the first time at the
Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) in 1996 [131–134]; ATLAS observed the production of
three W bosons for the first time at the LHC in 2021, which is covered in this thesis.
The analysis is performed in two decay channels of the inclusive W±W±W∓ production:
W±W±W∓ → `±ν`±ν j j and W±W±W∓ → `±ν`±ν`∓ν. In the `±ν`±ν j j SR, 1,545 events are
observed in data with approximately 231 signal and 1,284 background events expected. In the
`±ν`±ν`∓ν SR, 79 events are observed in data with 37 signal and 54 background events expected.
The total inclusive W±W±W∓ cross section is measured to be 0.807+0.128
−0.123 pb, which is found to be
compatible with the SM prediction within 2.5σ.
However, the current measurement on the inclusive W±W±W∓ production cross section is still
limited by statistics and a more accurate measurement on the inclusive W±W±W∓ production can
be performed in the future with the Run 3 data from the ATLAS detector. The SM is not perfect and
a lot of BSM theories are proposed. With precise measurement on the W±W±W∓ production, new
physics with anomalous WWWW QGC, such as the process with the extra-dimensional Kaluza-
Klein excitations of SM electroweak gauge bosons and the radion mentioned in Ref. [135], can be
tested with the effective field theory described in Section 2.10, since the W±W±W∓ production is




Due to the length limitation, not all figures are placed in the main content of this thesis. Instead,
the remaining figures are put in this appendix and grouped by regions.
A.1 WZ01 j Control Region
Figure A.1: The number of jets distributions with statistical uncertainties in eee (top left), eeµ (top
right), µµe (bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) channels in the WZ01 j CR. The normalization
scale factors for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
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Figure A.2: The m``` distributions with statistical uncertainties in eee (top left), eeµ (top right),
µµe (bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) channels in the WZ01 j CR. The normalization scale
factors for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
Figure A.3: The EmissT significance ratio distributions with statistical uncertainties in eee (top left),
eeµ (top right), µµe (bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) channels in the WZ01 j CR. The normal-
ization scale factors for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
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Figure A.4: The third lepton pT distributions with statistical uncertainties in eee (top left), eeµ (top
right), µµe (bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) channels in the WZ01 j CR. The normalization
scale factors for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
Figure A.5: The discriminant score distributions with statistical uncertainties based on the
`±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT in eee (top left), eeµ (top right), µµe (bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) chan-
nels in the WZ01 j CR. The normalization scale factors for the WZ process are applied in these
plots.
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Figure A.6: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) m``` distributions with statistical and systematical
uncertainties in the WZ01 j CR in the combined fit.
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A.2 WZ2 j Control Region
Figure A.7: The number of jets distributions with statistical uncertainties in eee (top left), eeµ (top
right), µµe (bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) channels in the WZ2 j CR. The normalization
scale factors for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
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Figure A.8: The m j j distributions with statistical uncertainties in eee (top left), eeµ (top right), µµe
(bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) channels in the WZ2 j CR. The normalization scale factors
for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
Figure A.9: The EmissT significance distributions with statistical uncertainties in eee (top left), eeµ
(top right), µµe (bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) channels in the WZ2 j CR. The normalization
scale factors for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
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Figure A.10: The distributions of the leading forward jet pT with statistical uncertainties in eee
(top left), eeµ (top right), µµe (bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) channels in the WZ2 j CR. The
normalization scale factors for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
Figure A.11: The discriminant score distributions with statistical uncertainties based on the
`±ν`±ν j j BDT in eee (top left), eeµ (top right), µµe (bottom left), and µµµ (bottom right) channels
in the WZ2 j CR. The normalization scale factors for the WZ process are applied in these plots.
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Figure A.12: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) m``` distributions with statistical and systematical
uncertainties in the the WZ2 j CR in the combined fit.
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A.3 `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging Control Region
Figure A.13: The m j j distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left), eµ (top right), and
µµ (bottom) channels in the `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR.
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Figure A.14: The EmissT significance distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left), eµ
(top right), and µµ (bottom) channels in the `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR.
Figure A.15: The subleading lepton pT distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left),
eµ (top right), and µµ (bottom) channels in the `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR.
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Figure A.16: The subleading lepton η distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left), eµ
(top right), and µµ (bottom) channels in the `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging CR.
Figure A.17: The discriminant score distributions with statistical uncertainties based on the
`±ν`±ν j j BDT in ee (top left), eµ (top right), and µµ (bottom) channels in the `±ν`±ν j j b-tagging
CR.
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A.4 `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging Control Region
Figure A.18: The third lepton pT distributions with statistical uncertainties in eeµ (left) and µµe
(right) channels in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR.
Figure A.19: The third lepton η distributions with statistical uncertainties in eeµ (left) and µµe
(right) channels in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR.
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Figure A.20: The EmissT significance ratio distributions with statistical uncertainties in eeµ (left)
and µµe (right) channels in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR.
Figure A.21: The m`` of the SF lepton pair distributions with statistical uncertainties in eeµ (left)
and µµe (right) channels in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR.
Figure A.22: The discriminant score distributions with statistical uncertainties based on the
`±ν`±ν`∓ν BDT in eeµ (left) and µµe (right) channels in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν b-tagging CR.
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A.5 W Sideband Control Region
Figure A.23: The m j j distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left), eµ (top right), and
µµ (bottom) channels in the W sideband CR.
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Figure A.24: The m`` distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left), eµ (top right), and
µµ (bottom) channels in the W sideband CR.
Figure A.25: The EmissT significance distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left), eµ
(top right), and µµ (bottom) channels in the W sideband CR.
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Figure A.26: The distributions of the leading forward jet pT with statistical uncertainties in ee (top
left), eµ (top right), and µµ (bottom) channels in the W sideband CR.
Figure A.27: The subleading lepton pT distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left),
eµ (top right), and µµ (bottom) channels in the W sideband CR.
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Figure A.28: The subleading lepton η distributions with statistical uncertainties in ee (top left), eµ
(top right), and µµ (bottom) channels in the W sideband CR.
Figure A.29: The discriminant score distributions with statistical uncertainties based on the
`±ν`±ν j j BDT in ee (top left), eµ (top right), and µµ (bottom) channels in the W sideband CR.
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A.6 `±ν`±ν j j Signal Region
Figure A.30: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) distributions of the `±ν`±ν j j BDT discriminant
score with statistical and systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom)
channels of the `±ν`±ν j j SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.31: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) m j j distributions with statistical and systematical
uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the `±ν`±ν j j SR in the
combined fit.
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Figure A.32: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) number of jets distributions with statistical and
systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the `±ν`±ν j j
SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.33: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) the leading jet pT distributions with statistical and
systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the `±ν`±ν j j
SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.34: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) the leading jet η distributions with statistical and
systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the `±ν`±ν j j
SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.35: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) the subleading jet pT distributions with statis-
tical and systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the
`±ν`±ν j j SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.36: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) the subleading jet η distributions with statisti-
cal and systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the
`±ν`±ν j j SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.37: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) m`` distributions with statistical and systematical
uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the `±ν`±ν j j SR in the
combined fit.
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Figure A.38: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) the leading lepton pT distributions with statis-
tical and systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the
`±ν`±ν j j SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.39: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) the leading lepton η distributions with statisti-
cal and systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the
`±ν`±ν j j SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.40: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) the subleading lepton pT distributions with sta-
tistical and systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the
`±ν`±ν j j SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.41: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) the subleading lepton η distributions with statis-
tical and systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the
`±ν`±ν j j SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.42: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) EmissT significance distributions with statistical and
systematical uncertainties in the ee (top), eµ (middle), and µµ (bottom) channels of the `±ν`±ν j j
SR in the combined fit.
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A.7 `±ν`±ν`∓ν Signal Region
Figure A.43: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) number of jets distributions with statistical and
systematical uncertainties in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.44: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) leading (top), subleading (middle), and third
(bottom) lepton pT distributions with statistical and systematical uncertainties in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν
SR in the combined fit.
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Figure A.45: The pre-fit (left) and post-fit (right) leading (top), subleading (middle), and third
(bottom) lepton η distributions with statistical and systematical uncertainties in the `±ν`±ν`∓ν SR
in the combined fit.
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